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G.G.B.A. Honors Kessler, 
Hears Author Gore Vidal

The Golden Gate Business As
sociation last week awarded its 
third, annual Community Service 
Award to David R. Kessler. M.D. 
The 520 guests a t the GGBA’s 
installation dinner at the Golden 
Gateway Holiday Inn also heard a 
witty address by author Gore 
Vidal.

Kessler was the founding pres
ident of Bay Area Physicians for 
Human Rights and is currently the 
president-elect of the Caucus of 
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Mem
bers1 of the American Psychiatric 
Association. He practices at the 
Langley Porter Neuropsychiatrie 
Institute and is Associate Clinical 
Professor of Psyiihiatry at the Uni
versity of California, San Fran-

cisco.
Kessler also serves on the board 

of the National Gay Task Force. 
The GGBA honored him for “sig
nificant and lasting contributions 
to the good and welfare of our 
community."

Vidal, a potential candidate in 
the state’s  Democratic Party pri
mary for U.S. Senate, delivered 
his own “State of the Union" 
message. He apologized for leav
ing out such subjects as agricul
ture and transportation, but noted, 
“On the other hand, the president 
left out the Union a couple of days 
ago."

Instead, Vidal concentrated on 
the “great issue” of war and peace. 
“War has been the business of this

country for almost half a century," 
he said, because, that way, “the 
door to the Treasury is always 
open" to the country’s economic 
elite.

Vidal contended that Ronald 
Reagan, now “in the bright spring
time of his senescence,” is arrang
ing thè next war right now.

The GGBA also presented its 
second, annual Member Service 
Awards to Reese Lewis and W. 
Bruce Wright. On behalf of the 
Board of Supervisors, Doris Ward 
presented a certificate of honor to 
outgoing GGBA president Matt 
Coles.

KSAN, 95 FM, will broadcast 
Vidal’s  address and Kessler's ac
ceptance speech, at 11 P.M. on 
Valentine’s  Day.

June Ballot Will Shape 
November Supe Races

Softball One Feud Ends. Another Begins Dr. David Kessler:

NEW S ANALYSIS 
by Bruce D. P e ttit

San Francisco politics for 1982 
pivot on June 8. when the voters 
decide in the primary election ■ 
whether to require that the top 
vote-getter in the city's at-large 
supervisorial elections automati
cally become the president of the 
Board of Supervisors.

If that proposition pases, the 
city will feel the greatest upheaval 
in governing since the assassina
tions of 1978. A board that is 
largely moderate in its majority 
thinking will immediately shift to 
conservative leadership. Quentin 
'Kopp will become president 
because this June's proposition is 
retroactive to November 1980. In 
that election, Kopp edged John 
Molinari for first place, as the city 
reverted to citywide elections 
after its three-year experiment 
with districts.

But. Kopp is the board’s maver
ick. On major issues, he is the 
member who agrees least with his 
colleagues. He placed first in the 
1980 election because of solid 
support from voters in the western 
half of the city:

These voters have long been 
searching for a savior from what 
they see as San Francisco’s  liberal 
reach beyond prudence — to the 
point that it bas a reputation for 
being the weirdest city in the 
nation. Its free spending of the 
past, they believe, has brought it 
near bankruptcy.

The western voters, however, 
were frustrated from effecting a 
change in the last two mayoral 
elections. They were a slim 
minority to the eastern city’s 
coalition of ethnic groups, blue- 
collar workers, gays and lesbians, 
and white progressives.

When the east has five, six, or 11 
choices for superv isor, its various 
parts cannot cohere behind just a 
few candidates. It can and does 
however, produce the Board 
majority. The west remains solid 
for Kopp. and it places him first.

Knowing the city sentiment for 
Kopp is just a plurality and not a 
majority, the full board last year 
abandoned the pre-district tradi- 

'  tion of choosing the top vote- 
getter as its president. The eight 
(now qine) supervisors who 
preferred ^lolinari claimed that 
voters weren't really balloting to 
decide a president. They also said 
it is best if legislatures do their 
own internal organizing, because 
they are in better position than the 
public to judge how they interact 
to get things done,

The-Kopp supporters, of course, 
were furious. That reasoning had 
never been ventured in the pre
district days, they said. Super
visor Wendy Nelder was correct in 
claiming that the operative assump

tion in the 1980 campaign was 
that the first-place finisher would 
become president.

Denials did not begin until after 
Kopp topped the tally. In fact, 
conservative San Franciscans who 
restored city wide elections proba
bly lost the conservative board 
they were hoping for because of 
that assumption. In bullet
voting for Kopp alone, enough of 
them forsook Don Horanzy, Ed 
Lawson, Ben Horn, and Haig 
Mardikian so that they were just 
short of the top 11.

Consequently, Nelder provided 
the star endorsement to a petition 
drive to make the pre-1977 
tradition Charter law. It qualified, 
but barely.

RAUCOUS BOARD
Should the proposition pass, the 

Board of Supervisors portends to 
be far more raucous than the 
present one. Details of legislation 
and most of its controversial 
aspects are now worked out in 
committees. Conservative leader
ship would end that, because the 
moderate majority would have to 
undo much committee work in full 
board sessions. Kopp would 
surely dump Molinari's chairs of 
the three most powerful commit
tees.

Molinari said in thé 1980 
campaign that he appointed Harry 

. Britt chair of the Planning. 
Housing & Development commit
tee, much to the chagrin of 
downtown business interests, 
because “Harry Britt cares a p e a t  
deal about housing in the city." 
Under a Kopp presidency, Britt 
would surely go.

So would Molinari’s best Board 
ally, Louise Renne, as chair of 
Finance — the subject on which 
Kopp considers himself thé board 
expert. Gone would be Dick 
Hongisto -  Number-One Kopp- 
hater on the board -  as chair of 
the Legislative & Personnel 
Committee, which irons out most 
Charter amendments and city- 
employee troubles.

The early betting is that the top- 
vote-getter Charter amendment 
will pass this June. Businessman 
Robert Guichard, who organized 
both' the . successful citywide- 
elections and top-vote-getters 
signature drives, said last month 
that th e  feeling of downtown 
leaders, that the proposition will 
win is so p e a t ,  that he is having 
difficulty raising money for its

G S L ,  c s L  P a t c h  i t  u p  O p e i i i n Q  M i n d s
by Dion B. S anders

The Gay Softball League and 
the Community Softball League 
have ap e e d  in principle to draw up 
1982 schedules that would allow 
players to play in both leagues 
according to officials of the leagues 
The move would end a years-long 
feud.

Previously, it was impossible for 
players from one league to partici
pate in the games of the other, 
because the two leagues had often 
scheduled games for the same 
time.

The GSL and the CSL, how
ever. have yet to write schedules, 
because they are still in the process 
of determining how many teams 
will play in their respective 
leagues.

In addition, the city department 
of Parks and Recreation must first 
notify the leagues about availabi
lity of its facilities. A Park/Rec 
official said that process may not 
be completed until late February.

The two leagues had been 
feuding for years over the partici
pation of heterosexuals. T he CSL. 
originally all-gay. had become 
mostly, straight. That prompted 
several gay CSL members to break 
away and form GSL, according to 
Mark Brown, former commission
er of-both leagues.

GSL itself, which originally had 
a gay-straight ratio of 4:1, even
tually became all gay, Brown said.

The National Alliance of Gay 
Amateur Athletic Associations la
ter expelled the CSL for “having 
too many straights in the organiza
tion,"' according to CSL commis
sioner George Zepp.

Zepp said that the CSL will 
decide on February 20 how many 
teams will participate in it. Zepp's 
GSL counterpart, Thomas Ven- 
dine, gave no final date for his 
league’s determination .of teams, 
but said that applications are still 
being accepted.

Gay Games, Series Clash

If so, that lackluster could prove 
the issue’s undoing if Molinari can 
mount a vigorous counter cam
paign to defeat it. Look for the 
vast majority of San Francisco 
politicians -  from Mayor Fein- 
stein down — to join that cam
paign.

(Continued on page 5.)

Organizers of the Gay. Athletic 
»james and the Gay Softball World 
Series have scheduled concurrent 
and conflicting, international soft- 
ball competitions for San Francisco 
this summer. This clash is distinct 
¡rom Games organizers’ run-in 
with the U.S. Olympic Committee 

' >.vcr calling themselves the “Gay 
t ilympic Games."’

Games organizers have sche
duled their softball tournament for 
the week of August 2 0 —the same 
week that the National Alliance of 
Gay Amateur Athletic Associa
tions (NAGAAA) has scheduled 
its Gay Softball World Series.

"We offered them (NAGAAA) 
that we would ribt'tjave softball at 
the Gay Athletic Games during the 
Gay World Series in return for 
some cooperation from NAG
AAA," said Games chair Dr. 
Thomas Waddell. “They respond
ed, “No, we don’t want anything to 
do with you.”

Thomas Vendine, commissioner 
of the Gay Softball League, which 
is hosting the Gay World Series. 
Had. according to his predecessor. 
Mark Brown, "changed the date of 
the Gay World Series to the week 
before the Gay Olympics oh his 
own without .the approval of the 
national organization.”

Vendine acknowledged that-his 
decision was overruled by 
NAGAAA. which had set the date 
of the Series two years in advance.

Although the Games' entry rules 
prohibit teams to be entered as 
representatives of their leagues, 
neither Brown nyr Vendine were 
sure if NAGAAA would have 
prohibited its member leagues from- 
fielding teams in the games had the 
entry rules permitted it.

Brown told The Sentinelhe knew 
of. a NAGAAA-member league in 
Atlanta that planned to send a team 
to the Games.

If the World Series and Games 
tournaments are held simultan
eously, schedules may preclude 
any team from playing in both 
events. -D .B .S .

An interview by 
Jerom e Szvmczak

Can you tell us something about the 
underlying purpose and formation o f 
the Gay Caucus o f the American 
Psychiatric Association?

It's basically only been within 
the last couple of years that there’s 
been an official organization that 
has a kind of informal background 
and history. During the annual 
meeting of the APA in San 
Francisco in 1980, for example, 
the Gay Caucus was visible in all 
kinds of ways. That was a very' 
important kind of statement.

For example, we were involved 
with the American Academy of 
Psychoanalysis in a public sym
posium on the subject of "Society 
and Homosexuality." We also 
sponsored an all-day course on 
psychcrtherapy and gay people, and 
we had a booth in the scientific 
exhibits section, the theme of 
which, emblazed in big bold 
letters on the front of the booth, 
was “Homosexuality: A Decade of 
Research”. In the booth we 
presented some representative 
materials published in the last ten 
years, the gist of which was that 
homosexuality was not an illness, 
that homosexuals were not sick, 
that they were just as diverse a 
group as non-gay people. The 
booth also presented consider
ations to be kept in mind in

treating people who happen to be 
homosexual.

We also held an informal 
cocktail party for anyone inter
ested in coming and meeting 
members of the caucus. This was 
an important social occasion in 
that it helped to detoxify the 
image that people still have of gay 
people being somehow different, 
weird, sick, I don’t  know, horns on 
their heads!
Hold has the A P A  reacted to the 
caucus?

Overall, the reaction of the APA 
has been positive. Certainly the 
elected officials as well as the 
Washington-headquartered staff 
have been helpful, supportive, 
and available when we wanted to 
talk with them. They haven’t 
always agreed with everything . 
we’ve said, nor have they always . 
done everything we’d like them to 
do. but by and large they’ve been 
remarkably available and sensi
tive to our concerns.

Many of these people are 
known to us through professional 
contacts in other areas. To some 
extent, some of them are  friends 
or professional colleagues. Its not 
as though we only know them 
through the Gay Caucus. This 
helps a lot because these people 
have known us for years now in 
other respects and now they've 
had to add one more piece of 
information about us — Oh! and 

(Continued on next page.)
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Free Money
A new business always likes to start off by 
giving away free samples, and why should a 
financial business be any different? Come in 
during our Grand Opening Celebration and 
get free Atlas Bucks. Keep them as a souvehir 
of this momentous occasion, squander them, 
or deposit them in one of our many accounts 
(There's no obligation, but you must be over

18 and have positive I.D. to participate.) It's 
our way of introducing a truly different savings 
institution, founded and controlled by mem
bers of the community, here to build and grow 
with the community.

And if free money isn't enough to lure you. 
we also offer free parking.

ATLAS
Atlas Savings and Loan Association

GRAND OPENING WEEK FEB. 16-20.
Duboce A Market Streets

A  jf f la it  J f n r  A l l  S e a s o n s

14 VALENCIA  AT MARKET 
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103 

(415)621 4409

CLOTHING & LEATHER GOODS FOR MEN

clear statem ent that the person 
doesn’t feel good about being gay. 
That's not to say that there might 
not be a realistic vulnerability or 
danger involved, but they have to 
come to terms with the fact that 
they are really buying into the 
idea that gay is no good.

There are all kinds of justifica
tions [for remaining closeted]: 
their colleagues wouldn't tolerate 
it. they’d be kicked out of their 
academic jobs, and so forth. Yet. 
experience shows us that this isn’t 
always the case at all!

about BAPHR and the Gay Caucus 
and so forth, and a  doctor from the 
Missouri delegation thought it 
was very interesting, but empha
sized he was sure that there were 
no gay doctors in Missouri. To 
this day there are still people who 
feel that gay doctors are practically 
impossible.

In Howard Brown’s autobio
graphy, Familiar Faces. Hidden 
Lives, he talks about applying to 
medical school, somewhat con
cerned about his homosexual 
impulses, and going to the 
chairman of the department of 
psychiatry. The chairman told 
him not to worry. Why not? 
"You’re going to be a doctor aren't 
you,” the chairman replied. 
"Doctors a ren’t homosexual. The 
only homosexuals are interior 
decorators, hairdressers, and > 
ballet dancers.”

So there still a re all these myths 
about who and what gay people 
are. For a gay doctors group to go 
public, therefore, is a very 
important kind of symbolic m ess
age, so important that even the 
National Enquirer picked up the 
story, with some sort of headline 
about gay doctors “luring" mem
bers.
What's the significance o f  BAPH R  

fo r its members?
Certainly one of the foundations 

of the group is to help support its 
own members and support other 
gay doctors who are not yet 
members. Here again, most of the 
members of BAPHR are not 
openly gay, and are not about to 
be. T ha t’s okay, you understand. 
But all these people derive an 
immense amount of support by 
being able to identify with and join 
in with the activities and functions 
of this group. Its an important 
boost for their own view of 
themselves, whether they are 
ready to come out publicly or not.

Of course that’s  not the only 
reason for the existence of the 
group' — the gratification of its 
own members. Its basic purpose 
is to improve the health care of 
gay people. But obviously to do 
that you have to have members 
who feel pretty good and are 

(Continued on next page.)
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Controversial Report on Gay Health CareA.M.A. Adopts
by Jerom e Szymczak

The American Medical Asso
ciation’s  House of Delegates last 
month adopted a report that would 
pave the way toward better 
communication among physicians, 
mejj.ical students, and the homo
sexual community. The report, 
prepared by the AMA’s Council on 
Scientific Affairs, outlines strate
gies through which physicians and 
medical students alike might be 
better educated and attuned to the 
particular physical/psychological 
needs of gay patients. However, 
pahs of it have drawn heavy 
criticism.

Specifically, the report calls for 
the AMA to encourage:

•education of physicians and 
medical students in compiling an 
adequate sexual history.

•providing physicians with ade
quate knowledge of clinics and 
physicians willing to become in
volved with other health-care 
providers in improving health care 
throughout the homosexual com
munity.

•education of the homosexual 
community itself in acquainting 
them with d iseases for which they 
are at risk.

•educating health-care profes
sionals on current research in and 
general knowledge of homosexu
ality.

•education in the possibility of 
sex-preference reversal in selected 
cases.

The report quotes from an AM A 
book entitled Sexual Problems in 
Medical Practice. “The published 
data on shift in orientation among

homosexuals of Jjoth sexes after 
psychoanalysis or psychoanalytic 
cally oriented psychotherapy are 
remarkably consistent: About one- 
third or more of those wishing to 
change and who remain in treat
ment become exclusively hetero
sexual. A somewhat higher rever
sal rate has been reported using 
psychoanalytic group therapy with 
groups composed entirely of homo
sexuals."

Local psychiatrists James P. 
Krajeski, M.D. and David R. 
Kessler. M.D. (respectively, presi
dent and president-elect of the 
American Psychiatric Associa
tion’s Gay Caucus) have been 
fighting for revisions in the report 
since its inception in April of 1981. 
Both men have taken issue with 
the report’s  statistical “p ro o f that

one-third of homosexuals who 
want to change orientation do so 
following psychotherapy. They 
ask how this can be given credence 
when the report also states that the 
basic denominator should always 
be “those willing to change." The 
report acknowledges that figure 
may be as small as 15%. Dr. 
Kessler called t,he report “the 
beginning of a process of change, 
rather than expecting to get a 
perfect response, perfect docu
ment. If people are aware of what 
the whole report says, I think they 
will see many positive aspects to 
it.”

staying  in the closet. They are 
often quite clear on what potential 
price they might pay should they 
come out: they might lose their 
jobs, they might not get patient 
referrals, and so forth. But its 
amazing how many tim es'they  
never consider the price they are 
paying for staying in the closet. 
It’s as though they felt they 
weren't losing anything by remain
ing hidden.
Can you eleborate on that?

In the most basic sense. I think 
staying in the closet is a reflection 
of their feeling, and society’s 
feeling about them selves as gay 
people. In other words, its a  very

However, I don’t want to be 
quoted as saying thaft every gay 
psychiatrist should come out of 
the closet tomorrow because 
they have absolutely nothing to 
lose. But I think in term s of their 
careers, they give up a lot by 
staying in the closet. By and 
large, for example, they are not 
able to use specific sensitivities, 
experience, and knowledge they 
have.

For example, in term s of human 
sexuality and homosexuality] most 
of them. I dare say, are scared to 
death to talk about any of that -  
to deal with their patients in a way 
that they really could if they were

” 1 was in the  shower, singing arias from 
'Don G iovann i/ a n d  som e o f the other 
interns d e c id e d , This guy must b e  gay.'

more comfortable and more open 
about it. They can’t really utilize 
the potential that they have 
because they have to guard 
against anyone suspecting that 
they might be gay.
How about your involvement with 
Bay Area Physicians fo r Human 
Rights (BAPHR)?

I've been active with them for a 
couple of years now, and was 
president of the group from 1978- 
80. BAPHR continues to be a 
very gratifying, very exciting 
experience. This group was, for 
exam ple, written up in the 
newspapers as the first group of 
openly gay doctors in the country, 
probably the world. It seems to 
me that the major significance of 
this was that it signified to the 
general public, our medical collea
gues. and gay people that there 
are all kinds of ways of being gay, 
including the fact that you could 
be gay and be a  doctor:

Now I’m sure that doesn’t seem 
very exciting or dramatic to you, 
and it shouldn’t! T hat’s just the 
point. It shouldn’t be a surprise to 
anybody -  but it was and it still is 
a surprise to people.

For example. I just came back 
from the w inter meeting of th,e 
American Medical Association in 
Las Vegas. Well, we told them

TERESA TRULL Is part ot an all-star lineup tor the Cable Car Awards 
Sunday, February 7, at 7 P.M., at the Japan Center Theatre. Post at Flllmc 
are available at Headlines, Gramophone, Starlight Room, and Urban Com

KESSLER
(Continued from front page.) 
this fellow is gay.

This past year the caucus was 
involved in boycotting the annual 
APA meeting in New Orleans. 
There was considerable concern 
expressed that this May, 1981 
meeting was to be held in a non- 
ERA ratified state.

The caucus, of course, is very 
important for its own members -  
for gay psychiatrists themselves. 
If it exists for anything, it also 
ex ists to help support gay 
psychiatrists all over the country, 
if not the world for that matter. 
You’ve got to realize that gay 
psychiatrists are just as hidden, 
just as vulnerable, and as scared 
to death about coming out as any 
other group of gay people.
Do you feel that many gay health 
professional still prefer to pay the 
price o f remaining closeted?

There's no question but that the 
overwhelming majority of gay 
psychiatrists remain in the closet. 
I have no question at all in my 
mind but that every gay person 
who stays in the closet is paying a 
price. You pay a price if you 
choose to come out of the closet 
too. There’s no way to avoid 
paying a  price either wav.

I think its interesting though 
that a lot of gay folks, gay psychia
trists included, never come to 
realize the price they pay for
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willing to involve themselves and 
give time to the organization so 
that we can then carry out this 
major function.

Let me just give you a'couple of 
examples. The most current, the 
most dramatic example has been 
BAPHR's involvement in the “gay 
cancer" story. Among other things, 
BAPHR has been involved with 
trying to spread information about 
what this condition is all about to 
the gay community, the medical 
com m unity,/ and the general 
public. So there have been 
bulletins, • handouts, symposia, 
papers, and so forth that have 
either been sponsored by, written 
by, or have participation by 
BAPHR members. We have a 
committee organized that is closely 
following the developments going 
on. trying to see what we can do 
for the local individuals who have 
actually come down with the 
condition.

In just a couple of months, 
BAPHR is again going to be 
involved in the Health Fair. The 
fair is designed to provide 
screening, diagnostic, and educa
tional services to the gay and non
gay community alike. I think its a 
good public relations/goodwill 
gesture to the general community. 
Lots of older people in the Castro 
area are pleased to learn that 
someone is actually concerned 
about their health.
On a more personal level, what do 
you feel should be the present 
concents in the gay community 
concerning psychobgical/physical 
well being? .

I’m clear about the psychologi
cal, I guess. I see the main 
problem as homophobia’, as I have 
for some time now. And I think 
homophobia is as much a  problem 
among gay people as it is among 
rfon-gays. I think gay people need 
to become more aware of their own 
homophobia.

We can be aware of outside 
homophobia too, as we all need to 
be. We are all too aware of that, 
perhaps. But we need also to be

very aware of how we don’t  like 
ourselves, and what the conse
quences and ramifications of that 
self-hate really are.

I think they are multiple, going 
in all kinds of directions, and can 
distort our lives and make us very 
unhappy with ourselves. Basic
ally, if 1 can sum it up in one word, 
I think that’s the concern gay 
people ought to have about 
themselves and their community, 
that self-hate, self-dislike that 
may be inevitable when we grow 
up in this kind of society.

Each individual's got to learn to 
accept his or herself; that’s one big 
part. With that, you have to come 
to understand and become much 
more accepting of other gay 
people. And then, you can begin 
to think and act in such a  way that 
you’re going to find lots of non-gay 
people are going to be able to 
accept you. You are going to 
present yourself in such a way 
that you are going to be much 
more ’’acceptable", because you 
feel that you are. It’s amazing how 
that works!

You see this in every persecuted 
minority group. If you’re being 
discriminated against, you need to 
find someone further down the 
ladder that you can step on. We 
used to be familiar with Blacks 
who would put down “U nde 
Tom", or German Jews always 
looking down on East European 
Jews, and so on.
So perhaps because gay men and  
lesbians feel they have no one to 
pass this oppression on to. they split 
it up amongst themselves?

And they do come to accept the 
general, societal, negative atti
tudes towards gays. Ifthey lookat 
those attitudes carefully, they 
must avoid “buying into" the 
stereotyped notions about promis
cuity, etc. They haven’t  examined 
their own attitudes carefully; they 
are just going along with the 
prejudices.
Tell us something about your own 
background.

I grew up in New York City, 
went through the public school 
system there, including going 
through what is now the City 
University. I suppose I had a dim

idea at that point that I might be 
gay. There wasn’t any "gay" 
then, of course; the word wasn’t  in 
common usage in those days. 
Those were the days too when the 
New York Times wouldn’t even 
print the word "homosexual", just 
to show you the state of affairs in 
those days,.
When were "those days"?

Well, I graduated from college 
in 1951. Then I went off to 
medical school, and I guess in 
medical school I began to realize 
more clearly that my sexual 
inclinations w ere not “average".

Basically, I guess I came out to 
myself and started having homo
sexual experiences during my 
internship, when purely by chance 
I happened to be assigned to a 
hospital in New York City and 
lived in interns’ quarters. It just 
happened to turn out that a large 
number of fellow interns were 
gay.

One day I was in the shower, 
singing some arias from Don 
Giovanni or some such thing, and 
some of the other interns apparent
ly put two and two together from 
that and God knows what else and 
decided ‘This guy must be gay.’ It 
wasn’t too many minutes after 
that that I soon found out about the 
interns’ quarters and the New 
York gay bar scene. I like to think 
of that as my first gay doctors’ 
group; that was way back in 1956.

I moved out here in 1962,’ and 
have been here ever since. It 
seems like decades ago now, but 
it's really only since 1978 that I’ve 
been out. Up until that time I 
wasn’t hiding, I wasn’t pretending, 
I was just living this kind of 
compartmentalized existence.

My mother would continue to 
ask, of course, “When are you 
getting married?” as most mothers 
do. I would usually joke about 
that, telling her I was getting 
married tommorrow or last week, 
putting her off like that.

But then , I had to decide I was 
coming out to my department here 
and in national organizations and 
so forth. I thought before this 
went much further, I had better 
come out to my mother before she 
reads about it in the papers.

nor

M I K  I A ll MI N I
San Francisco's Only Co-ed Bath House 

1015 Folsom Street (near Sixth)

626-9444
10%

Discount
This coupon good for 

10% Discount 
on a Year’s Membership 

when presented at time of purchase.
___  ̂  ̂ ’ The Sentinel

As it happened. I was in New 
York where my mother lives and 
going to visit her on Mother's Day; 
it must have beert 1978. I had 
determined I was going to come 
out to my mother that day, of all 
days.

When I arrived, we exchanged

A  G ay Resort

•  CABIHS ft ROOMS 
•HEATED POOL
•  HOT TUB
•  PRIVATE SUHDECK
•  FIRESIDE LOUHGE
•  GAME ROOM

w / POOL TABLE

•  3  BLOCKS FROM
Downowa

•  FREE COHTIHEHTAL
BREAKFAST

•CAMPING
• HOSTS BILL & STEVE

(707) 869-0333
1 4 0 0 0  WOODLAND OR. 

P .O . BOX 3 4 6  
O UBRNIVILLB. C A  9 8 4 4 6

the usual pleasantries, and she 
started the usual routine about 
getting married. I changed the 
rules of the gam e by not 
responding in the usual way and 
told her "No. I'm probably not 
going to get married.”

T hat took her aback, and she 
said “What do you mean by that? 
Don't you like girls?

And I thought, that’s the opening 
I've been looking for! She must hav 
read the script that I had prepared 
in advance. I though, okay here we 
go. fasten your seat belt, and said, 
“No. I’m not interested in girls."

Her eyes widened even more 
and she said. "Well, who are you 
interested in then?"

And I said, “Men.”
Then she said, "Does that mean 

you’re  a...a...!." she couldn't quite 
say the word!

I said. “Yes; that means I'm a 
homosexual.”

So, within two or three minutes 
the whole story was out. I really

G e t  V D ... 
before  
it g e t s  you.

495-OGOD!

feel it was one of those family 
secrets that everybody knows but 
nobody has talked about. I don’t 
think she was really all that 
shocked; I doubt it very much.

Now, she says, on the one hand, 
that she wishes I wasn’t all that 
active; on the other hand, she 
wants me to send the articles I'm 
writing so she knows what I'm 
saying. Basically, she’s been 
quite supportive and under
standing. Its really a process of 
education and adjustment for her, 
and why shouldn’t  it be?
Were your motives largely political 

for your coming out a ll a t  •once?.

I think I'm a very typical case. I 
owe it all to those two wonderful 
people: Anita Bryant and John 
Briggs. When they started their 
campaigns, a whole lot of things 
came together, including the fact 
that I thought this was just too 
much. I will be eternally grateful 
to those two.

Philip De George 

ALL YOUR HAIR NEEDS
C U T S  Cut & B'ow Dry w/Shampoo — $10.50 
P E R M S  New Customers ONLY
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men/ ■ women 325 Kearny
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GORE VIDAL (c»nlor) dropped by the Sontlnol oftlce last week to congratulate 
owners George Banda (I.) and W.E. Beardemphl (r.) on the newspaper s eighth 
anniversary.

Supes Set Popper Panel February 23

GAY CANCER JOURNAL

The San Francisco Board of 
Supervisors' inquiry into the 
safety of poppers has been 
rescheduled for February 23. The 
board's Health and Environment 
Committee will take public testi
mony on that date at 2 p.m.., in 
room 228 of City Hall, according 
to aides to SuDervisor Doric WarH

Hank Wilson, head of the 
Committee to Monitor the Cumula
tive Effects of Poppers, asked 
Ward to call the hearings. Wilson 
believes that poppers -  amyl and 
butyl nitrite inhalants often used 
for sexual stimulation — may be 
involved in causing outbreaks of 
previously rare forms of cancer 
and pneumonia among gay men.

W. Jay Freezer, president of

Feinstein Signs 
Bath Job Fees 
Abolition

Mayor Qjanne Feinstein signed 
a measure eliminating the permit 
and fee requirements for bath
house employees on January 28, 
according to her administrative 
assistant, Peter Nardoza.

Supervisors Lee Dolson and 
Richard Hongisto introduced the 
amendment to the city's Police 
Code on December 21, following 
vociferous protests from bath
house owners and employees. On 
December 18, the city had raised 
the fees from a once-only $28.50to 
an $86.50 initial charge and $36 
annual renewal fee. per employee.

Pacific W estern Distributing Co., 
which manufactures Rush and 
other brands of. poppers, hotly 
disputes that contention. Freezer 
has also attacked the Board's 
motivation and questioned its 
jurisdiction in this matter.

Ward had originally scheduled 
the hearing for January 7 and then 
for February 4. She has also 
moved the inquiry from the 
Consumer Affairs Committee, 
which she chairs, to the Health 
and Environment Committee, of 
which she is co-chair. Supervisor 
Nancy Walker chairs the Health 
and Environment Committee, and 
Supervisor Wendy Nelder is the 
other member.

Reagan Resisters 
Rally on 
February 6

The newly formed Peace and 
Justice G)alition is organizing a 
march and rally against Reagan 
under the slogan "Stop the Reagan 
W ar Machine." Marchers will 
assemble on February 6, 1982/at 
10 A:M. at the United Nations 
Plaza and will proceed to Union 
Square for a noon rally featuring 
speakers Carol Ruth Silver, Nancy 
Walker, Wilson Riles, Jr.. Dr. 
Howard Gloyd, Pat Jackson, and 
Marlene Dixon.

After this action, the Peace and 
Justice Coalition will continue to 
organize against Reagan's military 
budget and for nuclear disarma
ment.

Slow Suicide
by Bobbi Campbell, R.N.

I'm writing this column on my 
thirtieth birthday:'the Big Three- 
Oh! That ca'n make any of us 
philosophical.

Since I am struggling with a case 
of Kaposi's Sarcom a-the gay 
community's very own “Big C", as 
it were—I’m constantly reminded of 
my own mortality. Sure, I have a 
mild case, and I anticipate full 
recovery. Still, this life-threatening 
situation is another reason to be 
philosophical.

Some people argue the question: 
“Is there life after death?" On this 
birthday, I see many of my friends 
and brothers acting as if there were 
no life after thirty.

Our modem, urban, gay male - 
subculture is so youth-oriented that 
many men feel ashamed, depress
ed, and alienated as they grow 
older.

At the same time, an ethic of “If it 
feels good, do it” is currently in 
vogue regardless of the ultimate 
consequences to oneself or others.

In some people, this leads to a 
cycle of self-destructive behavior. It 
happened to me, and I see it 
happening to a number of other gay 
men.

During my twenties, I felt like 
Peter Pan, the magical boy who 
never grew up. I enjoyed being a 
boy, and I resisted growing up.

Alcohol and marijuana provided 
a safe, if temporary refuge from the 
challenges of adult responsibility. I 
needed caffeine to stay awake. I 
needed Valium to go to sleep. I 
“needed" poppers to have good sex.

These three cinemas showing 
Making Love are not being picket
ed, according to the Theater and 
Amusement Janitors, Local 9. 
SOUTHLAND, Hayward, 783- 
2601 : By car, Bay Bridge to 
Nimitz Freeway, Winton St. exit 
west to Southland Mall.

BART to Hayward, AC Transit 
92 or 92C to Southland Mall.

SUNVALLEY, Concord. 687- 
7660: By car, Bay Bridge & High
way 24 to 1-680, Willow Pass Rd.

At the same time, I decided to 
take h vacation from intimate 
sexual relationships. They are 
scary! I'd been burned by boy
friends a few times—who hasn’t?— 
and San Francisco offered me a 
perfect solution. So many men are 
seeking out impersonal, anonymous 
sex / that it's not necessary to be 
with the same partner twice, let 
alone develop a relationship.

Unfortunately, this sexual pat
tern exposed me to a variety of 
sexually transmitted diseases. I 
used to say to myself, “Big deal, 
you got the clap. Go to the clinic and 
get some shots and you'll be O.K. in 
a few days."

Now, I know it's a little more 
complicated than that. A decade of 
sex-drugs-and-rock’n'roll have tak
en quite a  toll on me.

Well, actually rock’n'roll is 
probably perfectly safe. Doctors 
are discovering, however, that a 
lifestyle which is heavily laced with 
sex and drugs can be hard oh the 
body.

We all know that heavy drinking 
can lead to liver disease, and that 
chronic smokers are more likely 
than non-smokers to develop lung 
cancer and heart disease. What 
health professionals are discovering 
now is that exposing one to many 
sexual partners, contracting their 
viral or bacterial illnesses, being 
treated for these illnesses with 
antibiotics, and the general debilita
tion of being stoned much of the 
time wreak havoc on the body’s 
immune system.

This system is composed of

exit. Turn left under freeway to 
Sunvalley Mall.

BART to Concord, AC Transit 
Bus M. 303, 306A, or 307A to 
Sunvalley Mall.

SEQUOIA, Mill Valley. 388- 
4862: By car, Golden Gate 
Bridge, north on U.Sl 101 to Mill 
Valley exit,.then main road into 
town center. Theater is a t 25 
Throckmorton.

By bus, Golden Gate Transit 
#10. Get off at Throckmorton.

white blood cells, antibodies, and 
other defenders which prevent and 
fight disease. When this system is 
impaired, 3 person is at risk for any 
opportunistic germ that comes 
along.

In the last year, I’ve had diseases 
that don't usually develop in 
healthy people: herpes zoster 
(shingles), yeast infections, mouth 
sores, facial nerve palsy,—and 
Kaposi’s Sarcoma.

Other gay men have come down 
with Pneumocystis carinii pneu
monia (“gay pneumonia"), hepatitis, 
mononucleosis, herpes infections, 
Kaposi’s, and other cancers.. Most 
of these men also had lifestyles that 
involved frequent drug use and 
multiple sexual partners.

Don’t mistake me. I’m not 
making a moral judgement about 
what is right and wrong. I think 
that’s  for each of us to decide for 
ourselves. Getting stoned, or 
getting it on, or both, can be lots of 
fun. The medical facts is. though, 
that in excess or in the wrong 
combinations, they can be danger
ous to you.

What my cancer brought home to 
me is this: I’ve been putting my 
energies into having a good time at 
the expense of taking care of myself 
in the long run. I think a lot of us do 
that. For me, it was ironic because 
as a nurse, I would spend the day 
shift taking care of other people, 
and he night shift running myself 
into the ground.

The hidden message is: “I don’t 
like myself very much." When 
several people suggested that 
interpretation to me, I balked. After 
all. I had great self-esteem, didn’t  I? 
Didn’t I? Well, if I did, why as I 
living as though I had no future?

This low self-image is very 
sneaky. I didn't recognize it, so I 
couldn't see that I was acting in 
ways that would ultimately hurt 
me. I’ve since come to call this 
experience slow suicide.

Let me give you a scenario: one 
sunny afternoon in a gay neighbor
hood, you run into your friend 
Michael. He’s despondent over 
losing his job and breaking up with 
his lover. Michael tells you that he's 
going to the Golden Gate Bridge to 
jump off.

You attempt to cheer Michael up, 
dissuade him from so rash an 
action, and suggest professional 
help.

Later, you encounter another 
friend, Tom. Tom staggers out of a 
bar, having put away six screw

drivers in an hour. Crumpling a 
now-empty cigarette package, Tom 
shows you the downers, uppers, 
and poppers he bought for tonight's 
no-holds-barred session at the 
baths.

As Tom (helmetless, by the way) 
jumps on his motorcycle you smile 
and say. “Have fun!”

Look more closely. Tom is killing 
himself as surely as Michael would 
by jumping off the bridge. Tom 
risks cirrhosis, heart disease, lung 
disease, accidents, and, as we’re 
just beginning to leam, possibly 
fatal deficiencies of the immune 
system.

Michael at least has thought 
about suicide, but Tom hasn’t. He 
thinks he's just out for a good time. 
If you tell him he might be throwing 
away ten or more years of his life, 
he may answer that he didn’t  want 
to be sixty anyway.

Now that I’m thirty, I've decided 
that I definitely want to live to be 
sixty. That means cleaning up my 
act considerably. My friends are 
surprised, but I’m really starting 
to do it. I'm finally taking care of 
myself physically and emotionally. 
and it feels great.

A sa nurse, I've worked over the 
years with many suicidal people. 
Some were in excruciating pain, 
some were completely paralyzed, 
some were profoundly depressed. 
After much consideration, I’ve 
come to believe that suicide may 
be justifiable under some extreme 
circumstances. T hese suicides 
would be thoughtful, humane, and 
intentional.

On the other hand, far too many 
of us are engaged in careless, self
destructive behavior that amount 
to suicide by default. On a deep 
lei'el, these suicides may not be 
wholly unintentional.

If those you love are killing 
themselves slowly, tell them of 
your concerns. In these situations, 
its O.K. to be judgmental.

Suicide is often neither quick 
nor deliberate. Remember this for 
yourself and remember this for 
your friends.

Life is too precious to waste 
casually.

Bobbi Campbell, Registered 
Nurse, is studying for a Master's 
Degree in Nursing a t the University 
o f California at San Francisco as 
an Adult Health Nurse Practitioner, 
specializing in gay health care. This 
column will appear regularly in TJie 
Sentinel.

‘Making Love’ Without Pickets
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ATTENTION GAY

NO WEEKEND 
ACTION ?

Well, drop your 
clothes and o il up 
for our Gay Sunday 
Midnight OH Party. 
Sunday night 
lockers just $5.50 
Bring your own 
canned beer. No 
membership 
required. Hours: 
4pm Sunday to 8am 
Monday morning.
ID required.

IF  YOU HAVEN'T  
BEEN TO ONE OF 
OUR SUNDAY 
NIGHT OIL 
PARTIES.. .YOU 
DON'T KNOW 
WHAT YOU'VE 

■ BEEN MISSING

THE ONE BOOK
every Gay Person must read

THE ONE BOOK 
every San Franciscan must read

THE STORY OF THE MAN 
who changed all of our lives

HARVEY MILK

RAW SUMS
Book arrives February 4th, 1982

P rem iere  b o o k  s ig n in g  by  
a u th o r  R and y S h ilts  1 -4  p.m. 

S a tu rd a y , February 1 3 th , 1 9 8 2
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2223 Market Street, (at 16th St.)
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PETTIT ON 
‘82  ELECTIONS
(Continued from front page.)

A victory for top-vote-getter 
could unsettle city government for 
longer than the six-month Kopp 
reign, pitting the legislative 
branch against thé executive. 
The next àt-largé supervisorial 
election is November 2. Five 
seats are up, and it is logical that 
whatever support may put top- 
vote-getter over could also send 
Wendy Nelder, Kopp's only real 
board ally, into first place in that at- 
large scramble. She would be 
president until Î985.

The conventional wisdom of 
February is that none of the five 
incum bents will be defeated 
without Herculean challenge. 
Political observers see the first- 
place contest between Nelder and 
Hongisto. If Doris Ward success
fully continues to satify both 
moderate business interests and 
progressive elements, she will be 
re-elected, probably placing third.

That means challengers can 
only devise viable strategies that 
will knock off either Nancy 
Walker or Lee Dolson. The trick 
for progressives is to defeat 
Dolson but save Walker. The 
object for conservatives is just the 
reverse. Both sides know any of 
their best-laid plans are fraught 
with unknowns, and their divided 
votes could easily lose their choice 
incumbent and help return their 
enemy.

Nelder now has the edge for 
finishing first in November. She 
barely made 11th place two years 
ago, but subsequently she has 
inherited—nearly to a  person—all 
of Kopp’s support in the western 
city. She is popular because of her 
energetic celebration of police and 
firefighters, her defense of neigh

II the amendment pass««, W«ndy Neldar and 
III slug It out for voter approval in November.

borhood tradition, and her persis
tent admonitions- against over
regulation by government.

Nelder’s  big imponderable, how
ever, is whether she can also count 
on Kopp's constituency from the 
eastern city. Voters there do not 
know her as well. If many 
easterners who cast for Kopp did so 
because they felt his point of view is 
needed for balance, will such 
support transfer to Nelder, whose 
profile has been somewhat lower?

Hongisto’s reputation as a great 
champion of civil liberties and true, 
justice for criminal suspects remains 
unblemished among the base of 
gays and progressives who twice 
elected him Sheriff. But as a 
Supervisor, he is obligated to take 
positions on a wider range of issues.

Progressive voters have express
ed dismay that Hongisto is a fiscal 
and labor moderate., They are 
incensed at his opposition to 
commercial rent control and at his 
reach for compromise on compar
able-worth salaries for women city 
workers.

Hongisto strategists, however, 
see his moderation gaining him 
new western-city support that he 
never enjoyed as Sheriff. They 
forecast a sure bonanza for him in 
November, if ethnic groups tum  out

in force to support Los Angeles 
Mayor Tom Bradley’s probable 
Democratic candidacy for governor.

One uncertainty that loomed in 
1981 is resolved. There was talk of 
another Guichard petition to reduce 
the board to seven members to be 
started by electing only three this 
November. Guichard was dis
suaded when business interests 
expressed real hope of gaining one 
more conservative Supervisor. “But 
if the same bunch gets back in, you

can be sure the matter will be 
revived,” Guichard said last month..

TH E CONTENDERS

Former Supervisor Don Horan- 
zy. appointed to Dan White’s seat 
after the assassinations, is the early 
front-running, mpderate-conserva- 
five cnallenger. He takes exception 
to the conventional wisdom that the 
five incumbents will be hard to 
beat. "Last September people 
thought maybe only two seats were 
available. But the more I listen to 
people, the more I hear their 
discontent. No one running is safe.”

Horanzy is resigning as a housing 
specialist this month to run full
time. He assesses, rent control 
advocates as not truly believing 
their method will solve problems. 
“They are using it as an organizing 
tool for their real goal of socialized 
housing." Horanzy endorses efforts 
to require developers of highrise 
office buildings to build housing for 
the workers they will attract here.

Jack Trujillo is an early front
running progressive candidate who

insists, "The view that conserva
tives are safe is wrong. They make 
a mistake if they believe citywide 
elections are a boon to them. The 
politics of 1982 are not those of 
1973." ‘Trujillo, a former vice- 
president of the Alice B. Toklas 
Memorial Democratic Club, is not 
prone to taking on campaigns that 
are unsinkable. His skillful organi
zing has made him northern 
secretary of the California Demo
cratic Party.

Trujillo, a Latino, dismisses 
notions that support he could 
ordinarily expect form his ethnic

community may diminish because 
he is also gay. "Latino votes that 
won't come to me because I'm gay 
are the same votes that won’t come 
to me because of my politics," he 
explains. “A large portion of the 
voting Latinocommunity ¡¿progres
sive. and they see the need for 
coalition. Latinos have got to have 
someone on that board, and that 
Everyone on the board has a 
constituency and, upon a resigna
tion, a mayor feels obligated 
honor that constituency."

Trujillo says his campaign will 
emphasize an alternative to govern- 
ment-by-crisis. "There is no long- 
range planning enabling us to deal 
with problems rather than react to 
them. What are we going to do 
when Muni Metro wears out, when 
today's skyscrapers are outmoded, 
when we suffer a decrease in our 
supplies of petroleum?”

There will be no gay moderate- 
conservative running this year, 
according to Duke Armstrong, 
president of Concerned Republi
cans for Individual Rights. “I'm a - 
little disappointed," he said, “but 
our club is not a launching pad for 
candidates. But there will be many 
good candidates we can support."

Kevin- Wadsworth, who chal
lenged Harry Britt in 1979 and

"Both sides know their d iv ided  votes 
cou ld  easily he lp  return their enemy."

VULNERABLE INCUMBENTS: Progressives want to knock Lee Dotson ott the 
board. Conservative* are after Nancy Walker.

Housing expert DON HORANZY looks 
tor a comeback.

JACKTR U JIL LO: Gay- Latino fusion can
didate?

Early candidate BILL TOCCO: Anti- 
Britt or anti-gay?

Can DORIS WARD satisfy both mod-
erates and conservatives?

tried again at-large in 1980, has 
moved from the city.

Bill Tocco, a tax consultant, was 
the earliest declared candidate. He 
quickly gained a reputation as 
being anti-gay last year becuase of 
an aborted recall petition against 
Supervisor Britt.

Tocco had charged that Britt's 
demand for civilian investigation 
of the police was irresponsibly 
anti-police. “Britt is responsible for 
policies that polarize gays and 
straights," he contended. "That 
polarization then causes gay 
beatings and murders. I hold him 
responsible for those gay murders, 
not the straights.”

Tocco insists those beliefs were 
anti-Britt, not anti-gay. Likewise he 
defends his opposition to demands 
that the U.S. Immigration and 
Naturalization Service end its 
policy barring admission of foreign 
gays. “We are dividing people up 
too much," he declares. "Everyone 
wants laws to protect their own 
culture. I won't vote for any law to 
protect the gay lifestyle, or any 
lifestyle, but I will vote to protect 
gays or anyone else as human 
beings."

Tocco concludes, “Government 
should pass no laws defending any 
culture except the family culture, 
which is the bias of individual 
freedom. Government is  teaching 
us to depend on it, rather than on 
our families. There is a movement 
around the world to destroy the 
basic family in order to promote 
the socialist state."

Coining soon: Other supervisorial 
challengers, and the races for com
munity-college, and school boards.

Bruce D. Pettit publishes The 
Pettit Report on San Francisco 
Politics. He also anchors the 
broadcasts o f  the S.F. Board o f 
Supervisors, Monday at 2  P.M., on 
KPOO-FM, 89.5 MHz.

SAN FRANCISCO

CORONATION

"  SOMEWHERE OVER OUR RAINBOW . . . 
. . . UPSTAIRS - DOWNSTAIRS AT 

DUCKINGHAM PALACE”

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 6 
CALIFORNIA HALL - POLK & TURK

Presented by the.
San Francisco Tavern Guild Foundation, 
Empress Phyllis and the Rainbow Court 

Reserved seating $12 - Balcony Circle $9 
$10 a t the Door - 6 pm.

T ickets at The Kokpit, The New Bell &  The Mint

GREAT OUTDOOR 
ADVENTURES

IS MOVING TO 
THE CASTRO

COME TO OUR OPEN HOUSE 

FEBRUARY 4 - 8 t h  1 1 :3 0 -6 :3 0

549A CASTRO STREET (behind Headlines)

Free Champagne & O der  

Special $30 membership rate 

Meet the G .O A  Staff

Win a  trip  to  Puerto  Vallarta

CAMPING SKIING...SOCIAL EVENTS...RAFTING 

HAWAII...KEY WEST WINDJAMMER CRUISES 

GRAND CANYON...MEXICO... WAGON TRAIN TRIPS

(415 ) 621-2400
q r e o r  o u t d o o r  o d v e n r u r e s

/ * n  J t
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Doing Up Valentine’s DayHEAD SPACE
Help for A lcoho l A dd ic tion

by Jim  Boland. Ph.D . & Allan Sable. Ph.I).

ON LIVE!
with Randy Alfred

Last issue, ice shared a letter 
from a brother in El Cerrito who 
signed himself "Poor Slob. " He 
insisted that he wasn V an alcoholic 
but simply needed to stow down his 
drinking. He asked for a counselor 
who could help h im  do this.

He may not be alcoholic, but some 
o f the experiences he shared in his 
letter indicated that he was denying 
the real severity o f  his problem. He 
had been arrested and was also 
losing his lover over his drinking.

We explored his situation and 
tried to help him recognize and 
accept what was really going on. In 
the rest o f  our reply, we suggest the 
kind o f help u c feel would be most 
effective for him  a nd why.

You shared in your letter that 
you felt you didn't need a group 
or program, but just a therapist 
who could help you slow down 
your drinking. You may not be an 
alcoholic, but the only way to be 
sure is to check it out with people 
who know.

This process involves not only 
determining how much you drink 
and the effects it's having on your 
life (not to mention your body), but 
also getting an understanding of 
the mechanisms you use to explain 
and justify your behavior to 
yourself, like the denial we dis
cussed earlier. Now, an individual 
therapist could certainly be of help 
here, but the overwhelming evi
dence is that a group interaction is 
considerably more effective. In 
fact, you’ll probably find that any 
individual therapist you work with 
will insist that you get into a group 
if you are to continue with her/him 
individually.

Why? There are many reasons. 
As we discussed before, when 
people are addicted, they will go to 
any length to justify maintaining 
their addiction—their bodies rebel 
if they don't. This kind of “addict- 
thought" includes the denial your 
letter illustrates, as well as all 
kinds of complicated rationaliza
tions and mis interpretations of the 
real world.

An individual therapist may be 
able to help you track through and 
straighten out this maze, but a

group can and will do it a lot 
quicker, the added benefit is that 
you will sense a true empathy and 
understanding from a number of 
people who have the same experi
ence.

What initially seems intimida- 
ting-sharing  yourself with new 
people—quickly becomes an ex
tremely supportive experience as 
you realize you're not so different 
after all. And the other people, 
because their experiences are so 
similiar to yours, will lovingly point 
out the processes you use to justify 
and support your addiciton.

So please don't continue to refuse 
the idea of a group. It’s by far the 
best, most successful, and ulti
mately least painful direction to go.

Our first recommendation is 
Alcoholics Anonymous. Don't 
freak. You don’t have to call 
yourself an alcoholic to go to an 
A.A. meeting, and no one else is 
going to label you either. It is 
Alcoholics Anonymous!

If you can get up the courage 
(and it takes a  hell of a lot), go and 
listen. Just sit there and try to really 
hear what’s going on. This isn’t as 
easy as it sounds since your addict- 
thought will be at peak—judging, 
denying and rationalizing.

Really try to listen. A.A. can help 
you supportively decide whether 
you need to stop drinking. A.A. 
members are not temperance leag
uers. Their goal is to help people 
who can't drink, not to stop those 
who can. And if you decide you 
can't handle alcohol, they have by 
far the highest success rate in 
helping people stop.

By theway, at least on gay group 
meets daily on each side of the bay, 
and we strongly recommend your 
first .contact be with your own 
community. Call 661-1828 in the 
city 653-4300 in the East Bay, and 
ask when and where a group meets 
that day. They will be friendly and 
helpful and even set someone up to 
take you to. a meeting—they’ve 
been there!

If A.A. is too big a step for you, or 
you feel you need more, our next 
recommendation would be 18th 
Street Services, a highly effective 
program for and by lesbians and

Valentine's Day is approaching 
rapidly. What should you plan on 
doing, and what should you do to 
get ready?

First, rub some body the right 
way. Learn massage with Great 
Outdoors Adventures. Bpng a 
towel, sheet, oil. and massage 
partner to 1618 Castro, at 7:30 
P.M. on Feb. 10.

Mail your cards early, of course. 
All That Jazz. 410918th St., has a 
great selection. Check out the 
V ¿dentine mugs and leather roses..

B< ioks are always great gifts, and 
this year you can give an auto
graphed first edition. Have Randy 
Shilts autograph his Mayor of 
Castro Street Harvey Milk bio
graphy, at Noe Ixxiks, 2233 Mar
ket, on February 13.1-4 P.M.

Chocolate is for lovers. You can 
get yours at Chocolates from 
Chocolates, 218 Church: boxed 
truffles gift-wrapped with little 
hearts. Aaw.

Don't forget the flowers. Church 
Street Petal Pushers, next door at 
#210. has what you're looking for, 
and heart-to-heart bud vases to put 
them in.

gay men. Call 931-4994 and tell 
them you want to explore your 
drinking.

They'll set you up with someone 
who will know what you need. If 
they don't have the kind of services 
for you. they’ll put you in touch 
with what you do need. And there's 
lots available to the Bay Area gay 
community, from rap groups to 
residential treatment centers. 
We've listed them below.

So, brother in El Cerrito, please 
connect and open up to the 
possibilities of happier living, 
whether you’re alcoholic or not. an 
important note: we hope you save 
your relationship, but it's critical 
that you approach your drinking as 
your concern and that you're doing 
something for you. not for your 
lover. That's the only motivation 
that will carry you through this 
difficult time.

If our answer hasn't been quite 
on the mark for you, we urge you to 
call one of the numbers below that 
has an asterisk and share with the 
supportive person who answers. 
No commitment, totally anony
mous, and a monumental step 
towards happiness!

Eastern Onion will have one of its 
singing messengers deliver a rose 
and vase or a sweetheart pillow: 
your choice of five Valentine's Day 
songs and male or female messen- 

' ger in red tuxedo, female in heart 
suit, or male in Cupid drag. Cute. 
Call 664-2100.

Now. what to do on the big day 
itself? “If music be the food of love, 
play on." saith the Bard. The S.F. 
Concert Orchestra presents an all- 
Russian concert at Davies Hall at 
3:30.

If musicals be the food of love, flic 
out! The Castro Theater's doing it 
up with a triple bill: Golddiggers o f 
1933. Dames, and 42nd Street.

If it's music and food you love, try 
dinner and cabaret at Fannie’s. 
4230- 18t# St. And the Castle 
Grand Brasserie, 1600 Folsom, 
offers “five courses of aphrodisiac 
delight" and George Johnson at the 
keyboard.

Now, if all that food and candy 
has bent you out of shape, try the 
Body Sculpturing Center, 1044 
Post. For Valentine's Day, they're 
offering a free month’s member
ship. -

Finally, it's estimated that 30% 
of us in the Bay Area gay 
community have a substance- 
abuse concern. You'll find a lot of 
support and understanding if you 
just reach 'out. The very greatest 
success in your effort!

HELP FOR DRUG & 
ALCOHOL PROBLEMS

•A.AS.F. 661-1828 
•A.A. East Bay 653-4300 
*18th St. Services 931-4994 
Acceptance House 631-4994 
Fort Help 864-4357 

•Chrysalis (for women) 655-7792 
Walden House 552-7440 
Pacific Center 841-6224 
Hospitality House 776-2103 

*Telephone help available.

Jim Boland and A lan  Sable are 
noted Bay Area gay psychotherapists. 
They write this column in response 
to letters from our readers seeking 
mental health advice. Support, infor
mation and understanding. Write 
Head Space care o f Dr. Jim  Boland. 
1466 Hopkins. Berkeley 94702 or 
Dr. A lan Sable, 2223 Lincoln iPoy. 
San Francisco 94122.

MURPHY'S LAW: S.F. Police 
Chief Con Murphy thinks it’s  O.K. 
for his officers to remove their 
badges during crowd control action, 
because they "can be stolen." 
What, with all those police around?

It sounds to me more like permis
sion to use excessive force w'ithout 
fear of accountability. But, I'll tell 
you what. I'll agree with the chief, 
if he’ll go along with the sugges
tion I whispered to Supervisor 
Carol Ruth Silver at a Stonewall 
Gay Democratic Club meeting last 
September: large, football-sized ID 
numbers sewn onto police 
uniforms.

Those SFPD stars are great 
symbols of authority but terrible 
means of identification. The num
bers are hard to read even when 
they're worn. From more than 
two feet away they’re barely 
legible.

Cops who don't m isbehave have 
nothing to fear from such a sugges
tion. They'll even improve their 
performance because of it. The 
sooner we can identify the bad 
cops, the sooner they’ll be dismiss
ed from the force. At that point, 
public trust in and willingness to 
co-operate with the remaining, pro
fessional officers can only increase. 
Result: a better city for everyone.

FITS TH E BILL: In the mean
time, foawwercolum nist Bill Man- 
del had the best assessment of the 
police reaction to post-Super-Bowl 
madness: "Too little too soon, too 
much too late."

Mandel compared Super Mon
day to the 1979 White Night riots: 
"Then, too, the police presence 
was too little at first and too strong 
later. Then, too, phalanxes of 
officers stood nervously by while 
their superiors waffled on what to 
do, and then waded into the crowd 
of demonstrators themselves. Offi
cers even went into a bar in the 
Castro and beat up patrons."

Yes, and if they had had large 
numbers sewn onto their uni
forms, the videotapes would have 
revealed who they were.

Thank you, Bill.

MAKING LOVE: I saw a  preview 
last week, and it's a great propa

ganda film for us. Sweet, maybe, 
but "a spoonful of sugar helps the 
medicine go down."

But the film will probably show 
largely to audiences, gay and 
straight alike, that don't really 
need to see it. You might call it 
preaching to the already perverted.

Seriously, though, it's a great 
film to see with people who do 
need to see it, but who wouldn't go 
unless you take them. In fact, 
that’s exactly why I'm planning to 
take my parents to it later this 
spring. If that'snot a recommendat
ion, you don’t know me, or my 
parents. See it at a non-struck 
theatre: the Sequioa in Mill 
Valley. Sun Valley in Concord, or 
Southland in Hayward.

BOYCOTT. BOYCOTT, WHO'S 
GOT TH E BOYCOTT? Will it 
work? I'm not too sure. Two 
years ago. the Alice B. Toklas 
Memorial Democratic Club, whose 
current vice-president is a busi
ness agent for the striking janitors' 
union, postponed its April general 
meeting to avoid conflicting with 
the Academy Awards. The club's 
president called the event “the 
gay Fourth of July."

WHOSE MOVIE IS T H IS ANY 
WAY? Barry lorry, the 20th Cen
tury Fox vice-president in charge 
of promoting Making Love, com
mented on the proposed S.F. boy
cott. "If there's a janitors' strike, 
there’s a janitors’ strike."

When I first asked union official 
Sal Rosselli if the boycott would 
work, he said: “We have to do 
what we have to do."'

Do you get the impression that 
Gertrude Stein is writing the lines 
for this one?
MOVIE MADNESS: Have you 
seen M aking Hay? It’s  about a 
farmer tom between planting 
grass and planting clover.

Absence o f  Chalice concerns the 
theft of a communion cup from a 
church. Numby Dearest tells the 
story of a Novocain addict who 
beats her children with a coat 
hanger.

Acockalips Now, a Wagnerian
epic-onapproachtofellatio.isbased
on the novel. Hard On Darkness.

Michael, "professional movie
goer." Mission:

Judy, because she’s  the best. I 
like Fred, too, but he just doesn't 
sing like Judy Garland.

Did you 
Come to see 
Fred or Judy?

Asked at. the Castro Theatre's 
screening of Easter PaYade. 
starring Fred Astaire and Judy 
Garland.

Carol, student, Richmond district: 
Fred. I liked him in his older 

times. I like Judy when she was 
youpger, not older.

David, waiter. Civic Center:
Fred. I'm just not interested in 

Judy. He’s just so smooth and 
cool, and he's just not represented 
anymore. I like him.

Richard, unemployed. Richmond 
district:

Fred. I guess. He can dance, but 
he's not black. During those days, 
it was rare.

Carl, bookkeeper & singer, Castro: 
Fred, definitely. The man has 

got such an incredible amount of 
class. There hasn't been anyone 
like him.

Felix, KQEDpublicist. Richmond 
district:

Fred. It's a movie I haven't seen 
before, and I've seen just about all 
of his movies. He’s more than just 
a hoofer. He's a  supreme artist.

Jason, carpenter. Oakland:
Judy. She's such a  genius. She 

was before my time, but she's 
recorded on film.

Alan, editor, Upper Haight:
I came to see both. I primarily 

came to see the movie. I like 
movies on the larger screen. I've 
seen Easter Parade on TV several 
times.

M ark, Castro Theatre ticket-seller. 
Castro:

Judy. I don't know very much 
about her. The first time I saw 
Judy on film was a few days ago in 
A Star Is Bom. I'd like to see more 
Judy Garland films.

RELIEVE . . . .  BUT
Don’t Believe Them

Richard Zone • Pope John Paul II • Jerry Falwell 
• • • all say God will burn you for gay acts. God is not such a 
monster as these presumptuous humans would have you believe. 

For the recorded. I ruth about this call 415-861-POGO
Good New s for Gays & Lesbians 

P.O. Box 11353 — San Francisco. CA. 94101

MOST HOLY REDEEMER
C  A  T  H  O  I  I  C
IN THK CASTRO AT 
W E L G O M I

C  H  U  R  C  ,H
8 th  & D IA M O N D  
S Y O  U cJkjnÎy

Bo* 5127
San Francisco 94101 
415(863 4940

An organization of Catholic Gay Men 
Lesbians, and their friends.
Join us every Sunday at 6 p.m. for
positive worship in the Liturgy of the 
Eucharist at St. John of Qod. Fifth 
Ave. and Irving St.. San Francisco
Interpreting for hearing impaired 
available at Mass. ’
Write or phone about Dignity’s edu
cational. religious, social, and recrea
tional programs. We are hoping to 
hear from you.
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PARRIES & THRUSTS
Tel A viv: Police arrested 73-year-old Joseph Sarussi, 
reported Yedoith Ahronoth newspaper: The charge was 
biting Mrs. Sarussi, who had marks all over her body. 
Old Joe explained tha t he was dreamjng he was a  dog. 
S t. Louis: Timothv Cornish had more than a dream 
when he presented himself to Budget M arketing, Inc., 
arid was hired as Audra Sommers. T hè company 
subsequently fired him when female employees 
objected to his use of restroom facilities assigned to 
female personnel. Timothy filed a sex discrimination 
suit against thè company. But, the 8th U.S. Circuit Court 
of Appeals ruled that the company is not guilty for firing 
Miss Sommers when he m isrepresented himself on 
the job application.
New Delhi: Soldiers of the Indian Army came across 
some cave persons living a  stone-age existence in a 
remote section of the Himalayas. They reportedly do 
not know about fire and eat raw food. An army 
spokesperson said “They tried to run away. It was a hell 
of a  job to convince them we w^re not killers,'but people 
like them.”
Santa Ana: An O range County Superior Court ju d g e . 
would not grant Joe Yrigoyen, 28, of Cypress a new trial 
after sentencing him to 6  years in prison. T he judge did

allow him to remain free pending appeal. T he confusion 
arose after a third trial when Yrigoyen finally admitted 
to “organic erectile dysfunction" that allegedly made it 
impossible for him to commit the rape. T he first trial 
ended in a  hung jury.
Kankakee, DI. : T he Santa Ana shenanigans bring us to 
Larry Bonvallet, who** wanted- to be married in the 
Catholic Church but was refused. “It seems the [Church] 
law must have been written in the Stone Age,” Larry 
commented. T he Church refused Bonvallet because he 
is paralyzed from the w aist down and can not complete 
sexual intercourse. Parish priest Rev.Sawlewicz cited a 
church law which requires all marriages performed 
must be consumated to be valid. Later the bishop 
interceded and said the marriage could take place 
anyway, in the merry, merry, month of May. 
Alkihahnd , Ind ia: T he 49er celebrants in S .F. had 
nothing over the Hindus in this holy spot. T hree million 
of the devout plunged into the Ganges. Authorities 
reported 6000 missing afterwards, two women were 
drowned and an elephant ran berserk.(W ashe, too, full 
of religiousferyor?) Thè Sadhu  naked holy men strode 
into the holy river before dawn, blowing away on their 
conch'Shell trumpets. T hosè straights have such fun.

MAKE LOVE. 
NOT BOYCOTTS

: This regards your article on 
boycotting the movie “Making 

-Love" because of the janitors strike 
iat UA and Syufy theatres. I would 
•like to aim this letter at the so- 
called gay clubs and organizations 
¡that are. supporting this boycott.
•' The purpose-of gay organiza- 
:tions should be to enlighten and 
«inform people, and to help aid 
•against discrimination of us as a 
•whole. We should not stand in 
•picket lines with a  union that does 
;not represent us.

It's ironic to think that we would 
; boycott possibly the first big 
-¡Hollywood movie that shines a 
¡positive light on gay people. Gay 
organizations and gay people a s a 

¡whole should support this film and 
¡fry to get the public interested in 
seeing it. This film should help 

¡¡people understand that we are 
¡normal, caring individals.

If gay organizations wanted to 
boycott UA and Syufy theatres, 
why didn’t  they choose Rollover or 
Taps? Why are they choosing 
Making Love?

It seems to me the union is using - 
gay people to try to stop what could 
prove to be a big breakthrough film 
for gays. Please, let’s join together 
and give this film the support it 
deserves.

Ray March

Supervisor Dotson has requested 
that I write you to  express his 
appreciation and delight with the 
way The Sentinel, in the last issue, 
presented coverage ón his legis- ' 
lation on bath, house employees, 
and for using it as our example in 
your editorial. I would like to add 
my own thanks for the complimen
tary manner you used in mention- 

. ing my activities as Administrative 
Assistant to the Supervisor.

One of the greatest personal 
pleasures of being a legislator, or 
having a part in those, activities, 
is the knowledge that a particular 
piece of work has a direct beneficial 
effect on someone. We felt that this 
legislation had a direct effect on the 
right to work of a class of . 
employees, plus a direct benefit on 
their income.

Again, our thanks for your full 
and sensitive coverage.

Del Dawson

Where is thy sting?
Only once since the resurrection 

of your oncedyingcorpushaveyour 
editorial pages breathed , the fire 
and spirit which were your once- 
respected, and expected, stock-in- 
trade. I refer to.W.E.B.’s  editorial, 
“The Road Ahead." Though philo
sophically a  bit of the radical left, it 
stil} reflects the passionate and 
challenging call to  arms around

by W.E. Beardemphl

Reagan's Recession
•In our last editorial we called for economic survival 

plans for the homosexual community. While we 
received many compliments, we also received criticism 
showing the diversity of our community. Some called 
me a right-wing, ultra-conservative, and others called 
me a  radical leftist for the same editorial.

This of course has to do with the buzz words. The 
definitions of those words are  often personal to the- 
critics involved. I don!t give damn about being labeled 
right-wing, left-wing, or anything else in the political 
spectrum. What I am concerned abou t'are  political 
issues that involve homosexual rights and survival.

Whether you are a Republican or a Democrat, a 
liberal or a conservative, we must all be concerned about 
the state of our economy. Our first concern must be 
whether we in the homosexual community, specifically, 
can survive under the economic pressures now imposed 
upon us. T he political labels can go to hell as long as 

- we develop an economic survival plan.
A majority of American voters elected Reagan on the 

basis of his promise? of a balanced budget in exchange 
for controlled economic suffering. Instead, as Reagan’s 
recent S tateof theUnionmessage made clear, he is not 
delivering his promised ‘Reaganomics.’ Rather, he has 

. given us a Federal budget deficit that in the next 3 years 
will be greater than the total deficit of the last 200 years.

Instead of controlled economic suffering, Reagan 
threatens the survival of group after group. With 
queenly disdain, the Administration justifies its 
meanness with a  contemporary ratipnale of "Let them 
eat quiche.” (Thank you, Gore Vidal.) These 
excesses áre producing a Reagan Recession.

St) now we face a  steadily rising unemployment rate, 
new Hoovervilles for the homeless, and starvation 
because of high food prices.

In the Bay Area the homosexual community has 
worked diligently to invest and develop real estate and. 
housing. O ther communities could aid themselves by 
following the example of our community.

We now have an aware and growing group of 
hómosexually oriented businesses. They provide a 
great deal of employment. Some of them, however, 
must still go a long way to provide fair-wages, benefits 
and working conditions for their employees.

On an overall basis, we will have to deal with the long 
term effect o f Reagan policies. To do this we have to 
figure out the direction we want our country to go.

Why does Reagan spend enormous sums to create an 
enormous deficit? Is it to provide enough for those who 
have too little? That would be the mark of a  sane and 
caring government.

No, Reagan is pouring money into feeding the most 
inept, gluttonous, bureaucracy this country has ever 
developed. He plans to spend one-and-a-half trillion, yes

the inconceivable figure of one-and-a-half trillion, on the 
Pentagon budget in the next 5 years.

This is for our defense? To defend us from.what? 
Never in the history of the world has a country built up 
such enormous “defense." History has taught us that 
every country that builds its “defenses" has always 
ended up in a war.

W ar is profitable for the wealthy. W ar produces 
extreme abundance for those who have abundance.

The realityof this is that "defense” is meaningless 
concept in the nuclear age. “Mutually assured 
destruction" is not defense. It’s big business, and the - 
Soviet and American war machines are the biggest, 
most bureaucratic businesses in the history of 

■ humanity.
President Eisenhower warned us of thispossib’ifityas 

he left office. To reverse these trends, we need 
leadership, not rah-rah role-acting. The Presidency 
ought not be occupied by a former actor who played 
cowboys and college-football heroes.

O ne Solution: Fruits Arise!
The threat to our ftxjd supply is growing. A handful of 

agri-business corporations now control the production 
and distribution of food in this country. Government 
regulations and subsidies produce bureaucratic snafus 
of unbelievable proportions. The small diversified truck 
farms that supplied a city with produce a  few decades 
back, are all but gone. Fresh produce is now shipped 
thousands of miles to market increasing its price and 
depleting i>ur energy resources.

Farm production per acre stopped increasing 15 
years ago and has been the same ever since. There is no 
new fertile land that can be opened to farming while the 
world’s population increases. Farm soil is blowing and 
washing away at an astounding rate. Farms are being 
built over for housing, highways and shopping malls.

Even so. our community has tremendous potential.
\ \  e  must use more of the idle land around our homes and 
cities for intensive production of vegetables, fruit,and 
small animals. Backyards, vacant lots, and other land 
should be set aside and developed for food production. 
The City and Giunty of San Francisco must establish an 
aware and expanded gardening project. . '

The homosexual community can work out and 
implement plans for co-operative food production and 

. distribution in the city and its hinterland. Individuals 
who want to build profitable and satisfying. small 
businesses should look into development of diversified 
organic truck gardening,

I am certain that many persons can come up with 
positive plans when they start thinking about this 
increasingly serious problem. This is one suggested 
area amongst many, that we will be considering.in 
future editorials.

which all gays, of varying persua
sions, rallied in-days of yore'.

You have the staff. You have 
writers and reporters of talent and 
initiative. You have the courage. 
You have the integrity. And you ' 
have the respect of all facets of the 
San Francisco cosmopolitan com
munity!

There are very few instances 
where voices of the Fourth Estate 
obtain eleventh-hour reprieves and 
regain the vitality of which they 
had been all but vitiated.-(Buck
ley’s National Review is, fortunate
ly, one). From the political vantage 
of your loyal opposition, I would 
expect no less of the Sentinel'.

Thomas M. Edwards

The Sentinel welcomes letters 
from readers. Please include a 

. phone number so we can verify that 
you indeed sent the letter which 
appears above your name. We will 
not consider multiple-copy letters 
for publication.

Wm
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Dorothy Asks: “Where Have ail 
The Munchkins Gone?”
WHATEVER H APPENED TO 
SUSAN JANE?
Starring A nn Block. Francesca 

Rosa and Lulu.
Directed by Marc Huestis.
Written by Marc tíuestis, Andrew  

Hayes and Edward Guthmann. 
Premiering February 13 a t the 

Castro.

by Beau Riley
Wh^t ever happened to Marc 

Huestis? This is probably not á 
burning questioh for those who 
don't know who he is in the first 
place: But some of us have been 
keeping an eye oh him for several- 
years now.

He is a  filmmaker, who first 
made waves with Uhity, a 16mm 
memory piece on pre-Nazi G er
many. It premiered as part of a 
gay. vaudeville bill a t 32 Page 
S treet five years ago. I want to tell 
you a bit about that show, called 
Strange Fruit, because it goes a 
long way in placing Huestis' new 
film, Whatever Happened to Susan 
Jane?

The whole world knows now 
what Haight Street meant as a 
cultural symbol in the Sixties: the 
gospel of love, whimsical rebellion, 
funky chic, the joys of creative pov
erty, and so on. The Woodstock 
ethic has since been reduced to a 
cliche' by our inexorable media, 
and largely abandoned by its orig
inal practitioners — now mostly 
dead or imprisoned in three-piece 
suits.

What everyone doesn’t know is 
that the original cultural strain still 
lives in San Francisco, perpetu
ated in' part by a population of 
street-oriented radical queens. 
They're all poof and all gay in the 
old meaning. It was some of these 
who staged Strange Fruit, an eve-, 
ning of gender-fuck, outrageous 
satire and general carrying-on 

Huestis presented • Unity, 
Tommy Pace did his Billie

Holliday number, and faces from 
the Cockettes, the Angels of Light 
and the Lavender Star Players 
were there. 32 Page itself, you will 
remember, was a gay community 
center representing this slice of 
society, standing in mild opposi
tion to the somewhat more “estab
lishment" center at 330 Grove.

At that time Marc Huestis lived 
more or less communally with sev
eral stars of this underground cul
ture in a big apartment on Beulah 
Street in the Haight. His movies 
still reflect this milieu, none of 
them so well as Susan Jane, des
pite the fact that the bourgeoisie 
has since swallowed up the district.

The movie is billed as a New 
Wave Comedy in its promotional 
literature. W hatever it may be call
ed, what we have here is a late 
blossom on the Hippie vine, and a 
lovely one a t that. In format, it is a 
pastiche, weaving bits of cinemat
ic quotation; parody, and outright 
tribute together with some footage 
from a 1958 mental hygiene film 
whith Huestis found in a garbage 
can.

The story line is pure pretext: 
Dorothy coming to Oz, where the 
Wizard is a drag queen, and the 
Munchkins dance to Noh Mercy. 
There are witches aplenty, and 
one of them advises Dorothy,“You 
got burned if he didn't beat you, 
girl.”

Plot'doesn’t  m atter to' Huestis. 
What interests him is the contrast 
between the lives we live here in 
Sodom-by-the-Sea and the lives 
our parents tried to prescribe for us 
in that great fascist decade, the 
Fifties. The film is a  reiteration of 
the basic Beatnik/Flpwer Child 
question;

Not that it's a heavy film. On the 
contrary, it is light and fast and. 
very funny in parts. In a-little over 
an hour we glimpse more of this 
demi-monde than you can see in a 
month on the streets. At a throng

ing party scene which occupies the 
greater part of the movie, we see or 
hear from Noh Mercy ¡.Esmeralda, 
Tommy Pace, Lulu, Silvana Nova, 
Rodney Price, Tuxedo Moon, 
Indoor Life, The Wasp Women, 
half a dozen of our city’s more 
effective drag queens, and Huestis 
himself in a couple of cameos.

We see it all through Dorothy’s 
eyes, though she is called Marrie 
here. She is wonderfully played by 
a gullible Ann Block. Her Southern 
point of view makes what we find 
customary, fresh and real oncea- 
gain. When she gets high and 
gives herself over to the whirl, we 
experience anew our own thrill of 
liberation.

This is Huestis’ first full-color, 
synch-sound feature. It is a gradua
tion of a sort. He made it on the 
usual tight budget with unpaid 
help, but it’s  a professional film. 
When Huestis is rich and famous, 
he needn’t apologize for Susan 
Jane.

Yes, it is imitative. Yes, it’s  like a 
backyard show. But the backyard 
is the streets of San Francisco, 
with all their color and sound and 
energy. And the film is Huestis’ 
own work, his own self. I’m glad 
that someone finds our chaotic 
lives funny and worthwhile.

Susan Jane will premiere at the 
Castro T heatre at midnight on Sat
urday, February 13. A live show 
preceding the film will feature a 
performance by The Distractions, 
whose musical director, Scrumbly 
Koldwyn, is a pillar of this aesthet
ic community. If you care about 
movies in general or about our 
culture in particular, you won’t 
want to miss it.

Disclosure
Edward Guthmann, co-writer and 
actor in  W hatever Happened to 
Susan Jane? is Arts Editor o f  The 
Sentinel.

Huestis Answers: “They’re all in S.F.
& They’re In l\

by Steve Beery
Susan Jane is...different. Susan 

Jane is...an outsider. T he kids at 
school don't pal around with her. 
She doesn’t get invited to parties. 
Is it her clothes, her hair, the things 
she^ays? Every homeroom in high 
school had a Susan Jane. By the 
way, whatever happened to her? 
Marc Huestis has the answer. 
Marc is a 27-year-old San Francisco 
filmmaker who's imitating Francis 
Coppola, but on a smaller scale: 
he’s  only $7,000 in debt, and it 
looks like he has a hit on his hands. 
Whatever Happened to Susan Jane? 
is Marc's first feature film, and 
seeing it will take the pain out of 
anyone’s  childhood — even 
Christina Crawford's.

“The movie shows there’s an 
elem ent tha t lives outside the 
mainstream, and that it’s valid," 
Marc said in his editing room while 
putting the final touches on his 
New Wave comedy. “The movie 
isupliftihg. It's conciliatory. Hike 
to combine all sorts -  punks,- 
queens, derelicts, political types 
— as a reminder that we're all in 
this together.”

Marc’s earlier films were experi
mental, silent, Super-8 shorts that 
didn’t  cost much to film or to show. 
This is the big time. Susan Jane 
cost $20,000, which is cheap,” 
Marc pointed out. "The sound 
studio costs $150 an hour, and 
there are  ten tracks of sound. 
Learning how to do sound movies 
is a giant step forward. It’s easy — 
but very tedious — to do synch- 
sound once you get the concept 
down. I used to do a  film a  month. 
It’s a big thing to have one movie 
occupy a year and a half of your 
time.”

Marc cut costs by intercutting 
his movie with a black-and-white 
educational short called The Out
sider, which he found in a trash 
can. The short, one of the instruc
tional films shown in high schools 
in the 1950s, sets up the premise

ly Movie!”
for the story, and Marc and his 
imagination take things from 
there.

"I wrote the basis, and then 
Andrew Hayes helped me flesh out 
the dialogue:” Mark explained. 
“Edward G uthmann added the 
narration and the dialogue for his 
scenes in the party sequence. I got 
a lot of help from people whose 
opinions I respect. Rob Epstein, 
who worked on The Word Is Out, is 
the most important of those people. 
He gave me a day’s editing and 
gave my party sequence a drive 
and momentum. It was important 
when I went back to recut my final 
footage."

One of Susan Jane's high points 
is an elaborately staged party 
sequence filmed at Project Artaud, 
the Mission District artists’ co-op. 
"The party was fun to shoot be
cause it was a real party. And it 
was W-I-L-D. We had Annette 
Funicello beach party movies 
back-projected to add atmosphere. 
The lighting set-up took a week. 
We had nine roving spots on the 
crowd, so it looks psychedelic. This 

. is a return to the acid days."
Most of Marc’s performers are 

amateurs, a fact that comes as a 
surprise considering their natural 
timing and screen presence. “You 
don’t necessarily have to be an 
actor," Marc believes, "if you're 
basically playing yourself. You can 
do it if you have the self-esteem.

Ann Block, who plays Marcie, 
never acted. I cast her because she 
has a great Southern accent.'And 
Francesca Rosa is like my sister, so 
she had to play Susan Jane. Be
cause /  am Susan Jane.” So much 
for art imitating life.

Marc grew up in Bethpage, New 
York, on Long Island. “1 did theatre 
in my childhood. M.y mother was a 
stripper, so I was surrounded by 
theatre." In 1974, Marc Handed in 
San Francisco, and worked in 
theatre for two years with the irre
pressible Angels of Light. “I did

Parasites o f  the Bourgeois Sea  and 
small shows," Marc said. “I did 
drag roles. I lived with people like 
Tede M atthews and Silvana Nova, 
so I was close to drag-queens. It’s 
like a  ritual.”

“I’m proud of having captured 
Coco Vega on film before his death. 
[Coco Vega, age 27, died from a 
heroin overdose on January 8. 
1982.-Ed.] Coco was the greatest 
drag queen...always in the street. 
His policy was ‘either excite them 
or alienate them.' He was a real 
inspiration for a lot of different 
people."

“I don't really relate to myself as 
part of the gay community,” Marc 
continued. "There’s  nothing going 
on out there. I was into gay politics 
long enough to realize how alienat
ing it all was. I wjsh there was 
some kind of organized politics 
behind youth movements. Punk is 
nihilistic. You can’t gb anywhere 
from negativity.

“Filmmaking is hard work, ft 
can be depressing when I tell 
people I'm a filmmaker and they 
say, ‘Oh, d6 you do porno?' Or e lse . 
they look at you in disbelief, which 
is very San Francisco. In New 
York.at least people are interested..
I would like to continue to make m y ; 
own films. I’m serious about doing: 
a film on drugs, because we’re; 
losing so many people to drug! 
abuse." I

Marc never intended filmmaking i 
to eclipse hisinterest in live theatre, 1 
but when he enrolled at City I 
College in 1976, he discovered a ; 
talent for directing and a cinematic •' 
eye. "I tritid to take a  Semiology of I 
Film course at State, but I couldn't ‘ 
get through it. You learn filmmak- '• 
ing by watching movies. I’m begin- ! 
ning to have a  style of my own. I ! 
like to present characters in a'< 
matter-of-fact way. People want to ! 
be entertained, they don’t  want to!, 
be threatened. Sure, people live 
in different worlds, but there’s : 
nothing wrong with any of them."

Penn and Tesich: Walking 
the Gangplank of Trivia
FOUR FRIENDS
Starring Craig Wasson. Jodi 

Thelen, Jim Metzler, Michael 
Huddleston.

Directed try Arthur Penn.
Written by Steven Tesich.
Playing a t the Cinema 21.

• by Terry- Marshall
■ It’s hard to believe that the writer 

of a highly acclaimed film like 
Breaking Away  and the director of 
The Miracle Worker, Bonnie and , 
Clyde and Little Big Man could 
team up to produce a movie as 
embarrassing as Four Friends.

Screenwriter Steve Tesidi never 
misses an opportunity for a cliche, 
and A rthur Penn's direction is so 
lacking in pivotal scenes, that when 
an important event does take place, 
there is almost no background for

it. None of the characters is appeal
ing in any way. In fact they're 
rather gross.

The movie is about a young boy 
who emigrates from Yugoslavia 
with his mother and joins his father 
in America. He grows up with two 
other boys and a girl. It could have 
been a charming, unusual film 
about loss of innocence, since the 
girl claims to be in love with all 
three boys. But Four Friends skims 
over so many different subjects, 
it’s hard to figure out what Pertn 
and Tesich are'after.

Tesich has said the film is loosely 
based on his own experiences as an 
immigrant in the '50s-who came of 
age in the '60s. Penn, director of 
the '60s warhorse, Alices Restau
rant, has said that Four Friends, 
though set in that decade, is not

about the ’60s. Sadly, this is all too 
true.

It is inconceivable that the cen
tral characterr-fhe square Danilo 
(unappealingly played by Craig 
Wasson) could survive the decade 
without any involvement in its 
cultural revolution. He comes off 
as a real geek, not unlike Steve 
M artin's Czechoslavakian swinger 
on Saturday N ight Live. Brief 
scenes at a rock concert and footage 
of the moon walk in July 1969, are 
both so wildly inaccurate thay 
cannot be excused, even by artistic 
license.

The film collapses on another 
major, point. Wasson and his awful 
father (played by Miklos Simon) 
are at odds' because Wasson wants 
to go to college and be upwardly 
mobile, while Simon wants him to 
work in the steel mills. Nothing 
could be further from the truth: 
immigrants almostalways insisted 
their children go to college so they 
would have a  better life than then- 
parents did. Why this man is any 
different should be explained, but 
isn't.

But the worst thing in Four 
Friends is a scene where a woman.

who has just lost her family to a 
murder-suicide and a lingering 
illness, stares sobbing into the 
camera and says, “For over 30 
years I was a wife. For over 20, a 
mother. Now I’m just — a woman." 
It’s hilarious.

The movie limps along to its 
sugary end. Wasson’s parents re
turn to the old country and the 
father finally smiles at h is son 
before walking the gangplank to 
the boat. No, they did not play 
B any Manilow's Can't Smile With
out You for this scene. I'm sure it 
was simply an oversight;

KSAN's
"The G ay Life" 
Sounds Off

The Gay Life  on KSAN, 95 FM, 
will present a lively mix of political 
and cinematic talk on Sunday 
February 7. at 11 P.M. Host 
Randy Alfred will interview 
National Gay Task Force executive 
director Lucia Valeska of New 
York and filmmaker Mark Huestis 
of San Francisco.
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Inviting the Exiles to 
The Party -  At Last
MAKING LOVE
Starring Michael Ontkcan. Kate

Jackson, and Harry Hamlin. 
Directed by A  rthur Hiller.
Written by Barry Sandler. 
Opening Febrnaiy 12at the Metro.

b.v S teve Beery
Hollywood has never had a 

particular knack for dealing with 
minorities, and movies about gays 
have certainly been no exception 
to that rule. Perhaps this is why 
Making Love is so exciting: we 
want to see our fantasies reflected 
in the movies, too. and this film 
comes closer to the truth than 
anything we’ve seen before. It’s 
also faintly embarassing. because 
it's so obvious that the exiles are 
finally, belatedly, being invited to 
the party.

For the most part. I enjoyed this 
movie a great, deal: it's entertain
ing. it's charming, it's emotionally 
accurate. But “the gay issue" in 
Making Love has kept the film
makers panting, if only because 
the Hollywood dinosaur has so 
damned much catching up to do.

The movie' focuses on three 
characters: Zack (Michael Ont- 
kean), a  bright, personable young 
doctor; Claire (Kate Jackson), his 
wife, a no-nonsense network TV 
programmer; and Bart (Harry 

•Hamlin), the gay novelist with 
whom Zack has his- first homo
sexual experience. The movie 
starts with Claire and' Bart, 
separately, addressing the camera 
directly as if it were an unseen 
analyst, individually professing 
their love for Zack. Cut to Zack. 
posed conspicuously between two 
symbolic, white doors.

Right away'you get the feeling 
that this is going to be one of those 
“bisexual bastard" stories, like 
Sunday, Bloody Sunday, Something

Experience the New 
Happy-Hour Dinner at

'  . ' / y/ / /  / /  / /  !  ^ )

Monday through Thursdays 5 - 7  PM 
Dinners from 5:30 PM 

Happy Hour Cocktails 754 well drinks 
4230 18th Street San Francisco 

621-5570

Until now, it's been handier to miss 
them, to keep them swept under 
the cinematic carpet. Movies are 
about conflict, and men look 
vulnerable when they’re kissing.

The emotional climax of the 
story, of course, is the confrontation 
between Zack and Claire, a scene, 
of extraordinary power. Long- 
buried emotions whirl around the

for Everyone, or Cabaret, where the 
gay man and the woman ask. “Why 
won't he commit himself to one or 
the other of us?” Luckily, Making 
Love is prepared to take Zack 
farther than that, and he does 
eventually commit himself, whole
heartedly, to his homosexuality.

In the beginning, Zack is fence
sitting. His wife of eight years 
loves him, but he wants and needs 
a man to take the sexual initiative 
with him. Street hustlers don’t 
work: he picks one up in his car, 
tentatively, while cruising Santa 
Monica Boulevard, and lets him go 
because the hustler is too jaded 
and too practiced to appreciate 
Zack's innocence. (There's a clever 
sensibility at work here that 
jnderscores the fact that the 
screenwriter, Barry Sandler, is 
gay himself.) When Bart, a self- 
assured gay man. comes into his 
office for a physical. Zack has 
finally met someone on his own 
level, someone who’s buddy 
enough to allow him to relax his 
defenses.

Making Love reminds us of the 
panic of coming out. My favorite 
scene in the film is the one that 
leads up to Zack and Bart making it 
for the first time. They’ve spent an - 
evening walking, talking, dining, 
but Zack is finding it difficult to 
admit his interest in taking things a 
step or two further. In a funny 
exchange, they talk rings around 
homosexuality without having the 
nerve to actually say the word — 
"You say it.” "No, you say if."

Gay invisibility—being able to 
“pass”—is what this scene is ail 
about. While showing us affectional 
behavior rarely seen before in a 
glossy Hollywood movie, it also 
demonstrates where these emo
tions have been all this time, 
simmering just below the surface.

hear on the soundtrack. This is the 
trouble with preview audiences 
and lasfminute diddling with 
movies: when filmmakers are so 
close toa project, immersed in each 
moment, they sometimes do nutty 
things at the last instant, second- 
guessing themselves and the script. 
I can't tell what excisions were 
made here, but I can tell they have

Zack. the attentive doctor who 
braves a crisis with a bitter 
mastectomy patient, isn't really 
very strong at all. He wants to be 
kept, and eventually he gets his 
wish. Perhaps Zack lacks imagi
nation. and it's this loss that’s kept 
him in the dark about his own 
sexual desires for so long. He's 
always played the game the way

THÈ PÄNICOF COM!NG OUT: Doctor Zack (Michael Ontkean) meet* the buddy of hit dreamt when Writer Bart (Harry Hamfln) come*

living room like angry wind 
currents. The wife has been 
thinking the "problem” with her 
marriage has been another woman, 
and is quite unprepared to think, as 
Hollywood puts it. the “unthink
able.”

filmmakers. A couple of seconds 
seem to be missing, or is it just a 
bad job of matching shots? And 
near the very end of the film 
Jackson mouths a line we don't 
indeed been made.

The miracle of this film is that

"Hamlin is largely the 
unapologetic  gay man I've always 
wanted to see in a  movie."

Her emotional pirouette visibly 
stretches Kate Jackson as an 
actress. Who would have thought 
that one of Charlie's Angels could 
ever turn into such a real person?

Unfortunately this scene, no 
doubt because of its dramatic 
importance, has too obviously 
been dissected and spliced by the

Bart is happy enough as a gay 
bachelor not to want to immediately 
take Zack in as a lover. Nor does the 
movie denigrate him for being 
happy alone and having promis
cuous sex. Bart seems to know that 
Zack needs to explore his new life 
by himself, but Zack, being 
inexperienced and afraid, wants

someone around to take care of 
him. Both Claire and Bart are 
stronger than Zack.

Bart has no delusions at ail; he's 
the most emotionally mature of the 
bunch. Being gay, and navigating 
life as an outsider, the film says, 
have been Bart's test of fire. After 
Claire sheds her illusions, she finds 
a strength she never knew she had. 
he was taught.

The movie’s atypical focus on 
butch gay men is refreshing. 
Director Arthur Hiller has gained a 
lot of subtlety in the eleven years 
since Love Story. But when theories 
on the possible causes of homo
sexuality are hinted at. and the 
finger points to dear old Dad. the 
film loses steam. Scientists haven’t 
figured this one out,,so it’s doubtful 
that Barry Sandler's armchair

psychology is going to provide a 
breakthrough.

All the characters talk about 
their fathers, but none mentions a 
mother. Zack’s father is a caricature 
of an iceberg, and Bart reminisces 
painfully about the time he failed 
his father by missing a fly ball in 
the outfield. This fly-ball theory of 
homosexuality doesn't wash. For 
one thing, it doesn't explain the 
millions of us who caught the fly 
balls and still turned out queer.

Bart also mentions casually that 
he "used to” want a family: 
“Somehow I just don’t think it’s in 
the cards anymore." This is the 
only clue, and an odious one it is, 
that the usually self-possessed 
Bart might have once thought it 
more advantageous to be straight. 
The rest of the film is weighted 
against this one line, but you never 
know what liberal Beverly Hills 
filmmakers think they're thinking.

I'm curious to see how people 
will react to this film. I think the 
understanding it promotes com
pensates for its few inaccuracies. 
Harry Hamlin as Bart is largely the 
unapologetic gay man I’ve always 
wanted to see in a movie: writing at 
home in his glasses and gym 
shorts, he looks like somebody you 
could be comfortable with. More 
than Ontkean, more than Jackson, 
he provides the spark of reality 
that bridges the big-budget, 
objectified “movie culture" and our 
own.

If Making Love is responsible for 
one young macho rethinking his 
urge to fag-bash, or helps to ease 
the pain of one troubled teenager 
grappling' with unpopular affec- 
tional desires—in short, if it’s 
possible fora movie to be more than 
two hours of entertainment—then 
it will have done more than most of 
us to eradicate the brutal interper
sonal barriers built by fear, 
insecurity, and misunderstanding. I 
•wish it well.

Etta Agitates 
The Stud

Etta jam es, the popular rhythm- 
and-blues singer, will appear at the 
Stud Bar, 1535 Folsom, on 
Valentine's Day, Saturday, Febru
ary 14. The engagement marks 
James' first Stud appearance since 
her popular series there in 1976-
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SALE!
For a very limited time we are offering a 
central monitored silent burglar alarm 
installed for less than the price of a good 
camera, only $269.00* AN D we will monitor 
your home or business 24 hours a day, 
every day for less than the price of a pack of 
cigarettes: 64C a day! Due to the low price, 
no other discounts may be applied to this 
offer. MEMBER: G.G.B.A.

■ Base or ice one year moniiormn plus la» a 
charge ol $38 00
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Gondolas, Teddy Bears and Courtly 
Gay Love
BRIDESHEAD REVISITED
Starring Jeremy Irons and Anthony 

Andrews.
Written by John Mortimer, from 

Evelyn Waugh 's novel.
Directed by Charles Sturridge and 

Michael Lindsay-Hogg.
On KQED-TV (Channel 9). Mon
days a t 9:00P.M. through March 
22.

by Terry Marshall
T he beginning of Brideshead 

Revisited is certainly the. most 
beautiful gay love story ever filmed 
for television, a  high distinction in 
a not particularly crowded field.

After the first two segments of 
this 13-hour mini-series, it's clear 
that they’ve got everything right 
down to the teddy bear: handsome 
and wealthy young men in tuxes 
proposing toasts to each o ther and 
getting drunk on fine wines, sun
bathing in the nude, going on 
picnics, swimming, and gliding 
through the streets of Venice on 
gondolas. It’s all so romantic and — 
on the screen, at least — all so 
platonic. After all, this story is not 
a gay romance. It's about non
believers, self-avowed "semi-hea
thens" and infidels trying to come 
to terms with Catholicism.

Brideshead Revisited  is Evelyn 
Waugh's 1945 novel about British 
Army Captain Charles Ryder, who 
is sent to Brideshead Castle during

- «_ ̂ «lliVÍCihlK tll(,u.. 

I'hitfDC ooa «luv«!.

SUBTLE, YET PERVASIVE: Anthony 
and Aloyitlus have a  thing goin' on.

431-9420

Full Service Florist

212 Church Street, San Francisco 
(Church & Market)
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BASKETBALL GAME & SOCK HOP
TO BENEFIT THE 1982 GAY OLYMPICS & THE SISTERS

SISTERS vs. GAY MEN'S CHORUS
F R I D A Y , F E B R U A R Y  1 2  K E Z A R P Ä V I L U O N
7 .3 O pm (Waller & Stanyan—Free Parking)
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World W ar II. Ryder's visit evokes 
an extended reverie of the time he 
spent there in the '20s and '30s, 
when he first met and fell in love 
with an Oxford classmate, 
Sebastian Flyte. Jeremy Irons, the 
busker who shot to stardom in 
French Lieutenant's Woman, is 
Ryder. British actor Anthony 
Andrews of Danger UXB  plays 
Sebastian.

British playwright John 
Mortimer has adapted the novel 
for TV, succeeding where both 
Waugh and Graham Greene failed. 
(They had to compress the novel 
into a 90-minute screenplay , rather 
than a  series.)The production also 
boasts the typical all-star cast, 
including Laurence Olivier and 
John Gielgud, playing the fathers 
of the two men.

Ironically, it is Sebastian — 
raised as the strict Catholic but 
now the "semi-heathen" -  who 
pursues Charles Ryder, whose 
family has dismissed religion as 
“a hobby some people have." 
Sebastian is somewhat dizzy 
and impulsive, throwing up into 
Ryder’s ground floor window in 
one episode,sending him a note 
that smacks of courtly love in the 
second. "Come at once or I shall 
die." he writes to Ryder on summer 
vacation, referring to his recovery 
from a recent accident, but meaning 
a great deal more. Sebastian is also 
attached to his teddy bear, 
Aloyisius.

Jeremy Irons’ w ideeyed inno
cence makes him the perfect mark 
for Andrews’ Sebastian. While 
Andrews can be sarcastic and 
flamboyant, Irons is strong and 
silent, sensitive yet surprisingly 
macho for an English gentleman. 
After all, in later episodes he must

be believable as a soldier, while 
Sebastian's role later diminishes.

Brideshead himself, played nice
ly by Simon Jones, contrasts nicely 
with both. He's only three years 
the senior of the other two, but his 
suspicious nature and stuffiness 
make him seem much older. Still, 
he envies their easy relationship 
and would like to join in. In one 
particularly telling scene, he comes 
dangerously close to flirting with 
the very masculine Irons, saying, 
“You're fond of wine?"

Irons responds, "Very.”
“I wish I were,” Brideshead 

complains. "It's such a bond with 
other men: At Oxford. I tried to get 
drunk once or twice, but I didn’t 
enjoy it. Beer and whiskey I find 
even less appetizing." Such frustra
tion, however, is far from Irons and 
Andrews.

Mortimer and directors Charles 
Sturridge and Michael Lindsay- 
Hogg handle the gay angle of 
Brideshead Revisited gently but 
brilliantly. Perhaps that is why 
they’ve been able to avoid the 
watchful eye of TV vigilante 
groups. That gay love and nudity 
would finally be brought to prime
time television under the auspices 
of a PBS production about the 
Catholic faith, is something that 
deserves to be pondered for a- 
while.

The gay relationship — subtle, 
yet pervasive — is never more 
than a look, a brief touch of the 
other's arm. Their discretion and 
restraint adds tension to the story, 
because as surely as TV censors 
are watching this in 1982, the 
Catholic Church (in Sebastian's 
mind) is watching him and his 
sinful ways in the '30s.

Brideshead Revisited is another

finely-tuned production from PBS: 
perfect casting and well-written 
scenes delivered precisely by per
fectionists. Geoffrey Burgon's 
score is lush, haunting and wistful. 
Brideshead Revisited easily ranks 
with Lillie and Upstairs. Down
stairs for quality.

Unfortunately, William F. 
Buckley is no Alistair Cooke. He is, 
in fact, a horrible host for this 
series. While reading cue cards, for 
example, he can’t recognize a 
humorous line until after he's read 
it. He’s so obviously trying to look 
like he's not reading the cards that 
he glances everywhere, except into 
the eyes of the viewers. Alistajr 
would never be so ill-prepared and 
inconsiderate.

Local Films 
On Display

Two short films by Bay Area 
filmmakers, Afternoon Visit by 
Tom Sime and Mr. Joseph a t Lost 
Thyme by Monty Hunter, will 
receive work-in-progress screen
ings Wednesday, February 10, at 
7:30 P.M.

Afternoon Visit is a 13-minute 
experimental narrative about a 
man and woman getting to know 
each other. Their encounter is . 
symbolized by architectural forms.

Mr. Joseph a t Lost Thyme is a 23- 
minute personal documentary 
which celebrates the rich and 
simple lifestyle of John Joseph, a 
former Latin/Etymology teacher 
living in the Berkshires of Western 
Massachusetts.

The Film Arts Foundation 
screens the films at Adolph 
Gasser’s, 18J -2nd St. Admission is 
free.

“MAKING LOVE” TO OPEN 
AT THEATERS BEING 
STRUCK BY LOCAL 9
" I  hope th a t  ev ery  le sb ia n  a n d  gay  n n rea liz es  th a t  c ro ssing  a  p ic k e t line  is

—Supervisor Harry Britt

PLEASE DO NOT SEE 
“MAKING LOVE”  AT:

M etro  S an  F rancisco  
UA T an fo ran  4  S an  B runo  

UA P ru n c y a rd  1-2-3 C am pbell 
D elm ar T h e a te r  S a n ta  C ruz

PLEASE JOIN US IN SUPPORT OF LOCAL 9
Alice B. Tokina M em orial D em ocratic C lub 

C oalition for Hum an  R ights 
H arvey  Milk G ay D em ocratic Club 
S olidarity  G ay/Lesblan L iberation  

S tonew all G ay D em ocratic Club

T heater *  Am usem ent Ja n ito r  
2 4 0  Golden G ate 775-2677

H ave We G ot A  Valentine  
For You! 

(And Your M other, 
Your Lover, 

Your Friend)

A L L i W n z K i i
gifts • paper • cards
4109 I8th Street at Castro 
San Francisco, CA 94114 
415/621-8472
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INCOME TAX RETURNS
PREPARED  BY
LLOYD TAYLOR
CERTIFIED
PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT 
788-1140

M o x s t e ____________

Love on the Road to 
Machu Picchu
TREASURES ON EARTH
By Carter Wilson.
(Knopf, 1981; 244 pgs.. $11.95).

by Steven Saylor
Treasures on Earth is the fic

tional story of Willie Hickler, a 
tum-of-the-century photographer 
who joins the 1911 Yale Expedi
tion to Peru to assist in the re
trieval of Incan artifacts. In'this ex
otic. faraway place, Willie finds a 
native friend. Ernesto, and amid 
dreamy references to Incan gods, 
falls in love with him.

They sight-see and have adven
tures. For period effect, there is a 
lot of name-dropping — Teddy 
Roosevelt, William Carlos 
Williams. There are flashbacks to 
the days of the Conquistadors, 
with appropriate morals drawn. 
The explorers talk philosophy. 
The Yale Expedition discovers 
Machu Picchu: Willie discovers

love.
Treasures on Earth reminds me 

of nothing so much as the informa 
live "We Were There" book se rie s , 
I read as a boy. Except for the 
passions involved, a few gently 
pornographic episodes, and (he fact 
that these eyewitnesses to history 
are grown men rather than the 
obligatory boy-girl team, Carter 
Wilson's story of romance and 
discovery high in the Andes could 
fit into the series nicely: We Were 
There at the Discovery o f Machu 
Picchu.

Nothing startles; nothing chal
lenges. The story is colorful but 
hardly riveting, and the romance of 
Willie and Ernesto is interesting 
but not compelling.

Only toward the end of the book, 
when Willie returns to the States to 
face the melancholy task of finding 
love on his native soil, does the 
story become something more than

a travelogue. In all that comes 
before, whatever effects Wilson 
might have intended are crippled 
by his prose. The writing, like the. 
simple action of the story, often 
seems to be addressed to a juvenile 
audience.

There are instructive metaphors: 
"the protracted balancing act which 
is called marriage": "that ceaseless 
rambling prayer called ordinary 
life." There are sentences inverted 
for no reason: "A small circumsized 
penis he had, a little drawn-up 
scrotum."

There is the conspiratorial you, a 
device frequently used in children's 
books when the narrator wishes to 
get personal; Willie's Indian photo
graphs, we are told, "were works o f 
art, no matter whether you cared 
about the subject matter.” And we 
are there when Willie samples the 
native cuisine: "Beef heart was not 
in general Willie's favorite food." 
(Fortunately, the meat “had none 
of the ammoniacal taste he had half 
expected.)"

Readers of any age are likely to 
be baffled by the author's inexcus
ably sloppy grammar. Carter 
Wilson was educated at Harvard 
and teaches at U. C. Santa Cruz. 
Where did he learn to write a 
sentence like this one: “Soon it

began to seem to Willie only logical 
that the first thing a person bom 
and mostly bred in Cuzco as 
Ernesto was would want you to see 
would be its flea market”?

As often as not, Wilson prefers 
fragm ents to actual sentences. 
There are sentences with no begin- 
ing or end, sentences sawed in 
half, monosyllables followed by a 
period. Perhaps for the best. Less 
logo wrong. When Wilson tries his 
hand at something longer, the 
words tend to veer out of control: 
“If Willie had had any doubts about 
undertaking the present voyage, 
the longest and farthest from home 
of his life so far — and there had 
been many nights aboard ship 
when alone on deck he went 
beyond hearing the voice of himself 
tel! him he was a fool and into a full- 
fledged, many-voiced panic which 
prophesied that this whimsical 
cutting-loose from all his usual 
moorings was the precipitant act of 
a man intent on driving himself 
mad -  those doubts had all washed 
away in an instant.”

Still, there is a certain attractive
ness about Treasures on Earth, like 
the musty charm of an old RKO 
adventure movie on a  rainy Satur
day afternoon, or one of Thornton 
Wilder's lesser works.

a S  -

who like their love stories innocent 
and sweet, and who do not object to 
melodrama, Treasures on Earth 
might still be worth reading, if it 
were not for the more serious 
matter of Wilson’s disregard for 
the very real persons and events 
he is describing.

Hiram Bingham, the leader of 
the 1911 Yale Expedition, is a 
major character in the novel. He is 
portrayed as an insensitive, manip
ulative, self-pitying lout. Was this 
the real Bingham? Carter Wilson 
seems not to care one way or the 
other. A note in very small type on 
the back of the title page informs 
us that "the characters portrayed 
here...are all products of the au
thor's imagination; and where the 
name of a real person is used (as is 
the case with Hiram Bingham, for

example) the author has not hesi
tated to distort or invent situations 
and descriptions whenever it seem
ed fictionally correct to do so.”

T ry  to imagine the effect if a 
similar disclaimer had appeared in 
Ragtime, another nostalgic novel, 
to which Treasures on Earth is a 
sort of poor cousin. How much of 
Wilson's book is authentic, how 
much is simply made up? The 
reader, not to mention. Hiram 
Bingham and the others whose 
"names" are “used,” deserves 
better than Wilson's rather lazy 
judgment of what is “fictionally 
correct" — or convenient. Even the 
authors of the "We Were There" 
books researched their historical 
characters, and made an effort to 
portray them as they actually 
were.

VALENTINE’S
DAY

is
A Romantic Dinner 

For Two

„ Castle Grand 
Wrt brasserie _

a n d  ttReslauiani

Five Courses 
o f

Aphrodisiac Delights 
with

Two Full Choices of Menu
and

The fabulous George Johnson 
at the Keyboard
Dinner: 6  to 11p.m. 
Reservations Required

1600 F o lsom  a t 12 th  S tre e t 
6 2 6 -2 7 2 3

Ample Parking Full Bar

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX Presents
A PRODUCTION OF THE INDIEPROP COMPANY AN ARTHUR HILLER FILM

MAKING LOVE
MICHAEL ONTKEAN • KATE JACKSON • HARRY HAMLIN

WENDY HILLER and ARTHUR HILL Produced by ALLEN ADLER and DANIEL MELNICK 
Screenplay by BARRY SANDLER Story by A. SCOTT BERG Directed by ARTHUR HILLER 

msTHicTtp .-S5- ~] Music by LEONARD ROSENMAN
Available in paperbat k from Bailamme Books

PREMIERE ENGAGEMENTS FEBRUARY 12 
AT SELECTED THEATRES.
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O PEN  M A R K E T It ’s easier to place your ad. i s<- on- space for j 
each word PI..-as*: lyp.- or print plainly 
We reserve th>. right to reject advertising which is | 
obj«ctmnabl> or inconsistent w ith our policies

STYLE 1
SIX ROOM VICTORIAN, newly reno
vated flat. Carpets, drapes, stove & re
frigerator. S750, first, last, deposit Call 
555-1234. 6-8P.M. only. Must have 
references

45C per

STYLE 2
CLASSIC 1965 FORD MUSTANG 
CONVERTIBLE. RED BODY. BLACK 
TOP. WHITEWALLS. SOUPED-UP 
TRANSMISSION. REBUILT ENGINE. 
GREAT BODY AND INTERIOR. 
BEST OFFER. 555-6969.

S 3.00  Minimum
For larger type, please call our office. 861-8100. for classified-display rates.

Classified ads may not tie placed by phone. Payment must accompany orders for classified ads. Make check or 
money order payable to The Sentinel. Do not send cash. Classified ads may be placed in person. 
DEADLINE: 6 :0 0  P.M. Friday before publication.

Style 1 _  

Style 2 _

Clip and mail to The Sentinel. 500 Hayes Street. San Francisco, CA 94102

Subscribe

Endosad is check or money order for S

Aot.#

1042 Howard S tree t San Francisco, CA 94103

(4 15)861-8100

Keeffe’s ”Mad World” Spins at The Eureka

301 TURK ST. 775-3260
SAN FRANCISCO

A Mad W orld, My Masters'.
A  play by Barrie Keeffe.
Directed bv Oskar Eustis and

RichardE.T. White.
A t  the Eureka Theatre. Building B.

Fort Mason, through February
28.

by S tephen Nash
Barrie Keeffe’s A  M ad World, 

My Masters is a delightfully clut
tered satire of British class war. 
Loosely based on Thomas 
Middleton's 1608 comedy of the 
same name, its frenzied story spins 
along time-ordained paths like a 
seaside Punch-and-Judy show.

Middleton’s M ad World is typical 
of the realistic comedies of the 
Jacobean period. In updating this 
genre, Keeffe has borrowed little 
more than the title and spirit of 
Middleton’s play, leaving the de
tails of the old quartos unexplored. 
Now in its second production a t the 
Eureka, it has been updated yet 
again, bringing in social issues of 
the 1980s.

Set in today’s  London, Keeffe’s 
M ad World has the Sprightly’s - a  
working-class family trying to re
cover 20 thousand pounds after, a 
failed insurance scam — chasing 
after Horace Claughton, a  soon-to- 
be-knighted businessman who gets 
an erection at the very mention of 
The Queen. Acting as their mentor, 
Mr. Fox -  a scandal-rag reporter 
scrounging for a story -  magically 
appears in a cloud of rhymed coup
lets.

There’s  more: Horace’s daugh
ter, Janet, a  social worker at Crisis 
Intervention, falls in love with Bill 
Sprightly. The mortgage-seeking 
Ronald Sayers of Scotland Yard

devotedly impersonates
Claughton s wife, and heavily-Val- 
iumed Vi Sprightly becomes Lady 
Di in a strip tease for white supre
macy. It all culminates with 
Claughton, dressed as M other 
Goose, meeting Elizabeth Regina 
herself at a regal reception in the 
Royal Mews.

M ad World has about a dozen 
important characters in equally 
prominent roles. That makes the 
plot description more a question of 
selection than summary and hence

very much a matter of taste. Actors 
rush in and out, making brief 
appearances, and portrayals are 
necessarily broad.

One performance intrigued me 
the most: Errol Ross is a menacing 
presence, overseeing the story as 
narrator and knowing observer, as 
well as playing Mr. Fox, the 
diabolical, plotting reporter. Dress
ed in black and performing magic, 
he gives more than a  veiled l>ipt of

Satanic influence.
T he. other characters are more 

conventional. I very much liked 
Lorri Holt-LeGrand’s naive and 
idealistic Janet Claughton, and 
Molly Mayock's impersonations of 
royalty are stingingly witty.

As mentioned, M ad World is a 
convoluted satire on the British 
social classes. Setting up the story 
and the characters‘takes most of 
the first act, which makes it slow. 
The second act is far better and 
funnier. Social Satire rarely

flips over Jack Shaarar at Crisis

travels well — neither across the 
Atlantic, nor across the five years 
since die play was written. 
Following Keefe’s own wishes, 
the text has been updated (from 
its 1977 Silver Jubilee setting) 
and sometimes translated into 
Californian metaphors. Nonethe
less the issues still seem a t times 
foreign and dated.

1 1
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For any legal questions or ptoblems-ycu may 
have—business or persona', civil or criminal— 
we can refer, ypu to the right attorney - 
to discuss eyery aspect of your situation 
The referral for a free 30n»nule consultation

Gay Legal Referral Service
1.. Call u s ...621-3900

O s é - "
PWOE FOUNDATION

Miscellaneous

Business Oppty
Tahoe City vacation home, near lake 
to develop, plans approved — Look
ing lor partners. David 552-4125.

Roommates
COMPATIBLE HOUSEHOLD: MAR
1st Sensitive man. magic cal seek 
home Interests: consensual S/M. 
feminism, psychic energies, biinti- 
macy Call Doug 621-3255

Travel

2 Bedroom Apt. Castro, view. deck, 
fireplace. W/D. D/W. G/D. $750.00. 
References. Doreen. 647-2805.

. NICE ROOMS $60 wk & up. daily & 
Monthly. Gay mgt Winton Hotel 
885-1988 455 O Farrell nr Taylor

Rooms with bath, $65 wk daily & 
monthly. Gay management Bristol 
Hotel, 986-9081.
56 Mason off Market

Attractive Castro Street, office
space in congenial, professional 
work environment Call 86 3 - 3624

Saxe Realty Co., Inc.

• *NO FEE RENTALS'

San Francisco's Largest!

661-8110

üunkhouseílpts.
Office: 419 Iv y  Street 

San  Francisco 

MON-FRI 1-8PM

C ountry Living;
J.n the Heart of the City

Studio
419 Ivy H Z ...... ..$300.00

1 Bedroom
419 Ivv #18..... ..$300.00

1 Bedroom 
419 Ivy #21..... ..$350.00

2 Bedroom 
514 Haves #1.. ..$450.00

4 Room Flat

Stove, ret., carpels & 
Kinl and last month 
No deposit». Musi b*

urtains inri

M assage
STOLEN: 71 Chevy Brookwood Sta
tion wagon, dark blue, damage to left 
rear fender. Colorado License 0V-925 
Reward (303)279-0150

STAY FIT
with a one-hour massage in your 
program Call 9am-9pm. Greg 
474-0179.

MASSAGE CLASS FOR GAY MEN.
Weekly class-4 sessions. Call Milo 
Jarvis at 863-2842 Also available for 
massage. (Legitimate).

Bodywork Relieves Stress
and tension. Lie. masseur non-sexual. 
Swedish. Shiatsu. Neuro-muscular 
Richard. 415-621-0270 9am-9pm in/

Models/Escorts

FANTASY MAN 864-2966
Vry Hndsm Muse 6 Hvy Hung Ital Man 
Posing J/OC/BW/S. Wild or Easy-out 
only. For a real top dream. BRETT

For Sale
NATURAL FOOD STORE. EST. 10 
YRS. STA. CRUZ MTNS, 500K SALES 
125K + INV. 408-335-7373 AFT. 6

i  IT’S COZY ■  
M L ]  l i  \

Jobs Offered
POLICE OFFICER-SFPO

S1950/month (entrance) Bay 
residency-required. No special pro
cessing for lesbian/gay men 

GAY OUTREACH PROGRAM 
(415)431-6500

863-6262

WRITERS « REPORTERS 
FREELANCE

Send samples (xerox or wilh SASE) 
to Sentinel. 500 Hayes. S F ,94102 
ATTN. RAlfred Do not phone

CARTOONIST. FREELANCE
Send samples (xerox or with SASE) 
to Sentinel. 500 Hayes: S F .94102 
ATTN, R Alfred. Do not phone

Bathhouse personnel needed at 
Club S.F. Apply Tuesday 1:30 P.M. 
to 330 P.M., 330 Ritch Street.

Applications now being accepted at
132 Turk. Friday 10 A M till noon 
Ref checked. Bathhouse personnel

Personals

Tall, Blue eyed scorpio, 38 secure 
w/c problems seeks' mature guy 5' 
10 to 6 tall w/br hair & eyes, big 
buns, for good times write C.R . 1005 
Market Street. #207 S.F. Ca. 94103

Goodlooking, intelligent, busy GWM
well-defined body, seeks handsome, 
physical. SF GWM. mid-20s. res
ponsible. bright, for light-hearted 
eves movies, talk, friendship and/or 
romance. Out since 19. and still find 
kissing a man exotic Send letter 
w/pic to 94 Sanchez St.. San Fran
cisco. Ca 94114.

WM 24. Stable, (shy). Amiable, cud
dly. curly blond grad student: morn
ing jogger, enjoys musicals, films, 
opera, seeks contemporary. Terry. 
470 Castro. #3309. SF. CA 94114.

WM 31, Tender, compassionate ex- 
Jesuit seeks kindred spirit. John 
Paul, 470 Castro #3309, SF 94114.

SILVER DOLLAR/ I thot we d share
love----- ANNA LANE/ your knife/
blackmail/ trial/ you: prison? me: 
asylum. Let stalk... you know where I

Is mutual limerence possible?
The joy of limerence is such that not 
trying to discover " a mutual limer- 
ent relationship would be a tragedy 
of the greatest magnitude I have 
had 3 previous L.O.s. they all have 
had 4 things in common, they were 
shorter than myself, they had neither 
lisps nor lilts, they didn't mind get
ting greasy bleeding the brakes or 
changing the clutch and last but not 
least -  warm and cuddly. As for 
myself. I m a well-adjusted profes
sional. 31. 5 11. brown straight hair, 
hazel eyes, thin and not unattractive 
If you are willing to make an attempt 
-  please write L R.H . Box 99256. 
SF.CA 94109.

■ In  a G ay-Pre lerred Park ■

l $5487.50 R
|  Takes over our lovely 2- |

I bdrm.’ doublewide mobile n  
home that we are forced I  

■ to leave behind. Please ■  
5  phone the Clearinghouse 5  
I  for mobile home REPOS I

I & RESALES. They have ■  
the paper work and keys B  

I  and all our payments are ■  
!  current. Please ask  to talk 2  
|  to Michael Evans.

1(415)687-1932*

Services
WALLPAPERING - 10 year exp. 
discounts avail on most papers also 
painting. Griffin 861-7463

SHEETROCK TAPING, FINISHING 
DAN 431-4547 EXCELLENT 
RESULT8.

EXPERIENCED PLUMBER '
reasonable rates, references. Repairs 
and remodeling our specialties. 
Call Wally - Plumb Crazy - 864-5821 

EXPERT PAINTER 
25yrs exp. Superior wk. ref. Free est. 
Reas rates Call Alfred Perry 346- 
0315.

TAXES all states financial planning by 
appointment m&f messages call 
641-0895 twenty years of sensitive 
service LEE MAYRAND.

BOOKKEEPER - FREELANCE 
YOUR OFFICE OR MINE.

$9.50 hr.
CATHERINE 761-157«

EXPERIENCED TAX PREPARER 
Individual Returns. Very Reasonable. 

AS LOW AS $10
Call Joel Wechsler 864-1731 

HOME REPAIR
Minor electrical and plumbing, interior 
painting, etc. Alan 864-1980 ext 258

THE JOY OF IT ALL 
Trash H auling 

Relocation Services 
Ralph & Allen 

415-863-4188
Serving Bay Area and Sonoma County

PAINTING
INTERIOR/EXTERIOR
FAST, LOW COST. FREE EST. 

SPRAY PAINTING FOR LANDLORDS 
AND COMMERCIAL

CALL KEN 931-0295

N»w M arketing Position!
Sales Rep/Promotlon
SelLmotivated, high energy, marketing 
representative needed to introduce 
new vitamin product to the gay male 
community in the Bay Area and 
nationwide.
■ must have sales experience
■ college grad 25-40 years old
■ superior looks, physical condition
■ nutritional/health knowledge
S1400 monthly draw, plus car provided. 
Commissions possible to $60.000 a  year. 
Fantastic opportunity for the qualified 
candidate. Send resume to:
HIM
3020 Bridgeway Blvd. Box 108 
Sausalito 94965

GAY MENS PSYCHOTHERAPY
group forming in Oakland. 20 weekly 
sessions beginning in March Topics 
!o include coming out. homophobia, 
relationships, intimacy, and drug use. 
Age limit 18 & older. Cost $80.00/mo. 
Call Bill Smith Phd 763-6030 or 
George Riley MD 635-7068.

STOCKBROKER-JIM MOCK
Full service and discount rates.

Thomas F. White 6 Co. Inc. 
566-8834 Member NASD and SI PC.

Angelo’s Boutique & 
Hairstyling For Men 
& Women.

673 -7 6 2 8  
6 0 0  Ellis

4 31 -5566  
3931 -18th

GOLDEN GATE CARPET
Member G.G'.B.A.

JerTy Figel
SALES

SERVICE
INSTALLATION

Business Message
586-4893 648-7150

Lone
Star

Plumbing
copper work

Victorian Remodeling 
Specialists

641 -9234

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL

SERIVCES
Commercial A Residential

415/552-1964/332-5065
San Francisco, CA

carpet steam cleaning 
hardwood doors cleaned & waxed 

new construction clean-up . 
home, apt. & office maintenance 

window washing

_ÆWEDG ENCVjSER VIDE 
ALTÉRATIONS 
REMOOEUNG 

RENOVATIONS 

REPAIR (Al Typas)

RESIDENTIAL i 
COMMERCIAL

MAINTENANCE
A BREUER ENTERPRISE

CARPENTRY SHEETROCK
GLASSWORK PLUMBING
PAINTING FLOORING ' TILING

COMPLETE
ELECTRICAL SERVICES
GENERAL WIRING & REPAIR 

Inrtittem 6 Servie* of Security Devices 
Automate Ooor & Gate Operators. Smoke 
and Heat Detectors

FREE ESTIMATES
' Let us make your ideas a reality '

• (415) 563-3886
Our 7th Year Serving Our CommunBy

PIANO INSTRUCTION
By experienced teacher & performer. 
Reasonable Raies Wally 285-1710 
SIGN LANGUAGE. BEGINNER 
CLASS STARTING MID. FEB. FEE. 
CONTACT JON 415/621 -5298 EVES.

EXCELLENT HOU8ECLEANING 
Flexible to fit your needs. Reliable, 
References available. Peter,
348-4369.

¿M oving Ori 
cW iûLcI ^ î i

SAN FRANCISCO 
Moving & Hauling

285-9846

T A X  S E R V I C E

WE’LL TAKE 
YOUR LOAD

R elocation Service  
& D e liveries  

Since 1973 
L arge E nclosed Van 

R easonable R ates  
F riendly, Careful 

Cull A rt S erv lce 282-8085

> CaMorma License »379957-

r Residentia l
r C om m erc ia l
> Q uality  W o rk

z (4151 9 2 9 -1 1 4 8

(Ü (4151 5 6 7 -4 0 9 7

E L E C T R IC

Phoenix Hauling
Com plete Hauling Service 
Two M en Large Truck 
AVAILABLE 24 HOURS 
Local and Long Distance

8 6 1 - 8 4 3 9

G E M IN I
M O V E R S

5 YEARS 
OF RELIABLE & 

FRIENDLY SERVICE

MOVING AND DELIVERY
• Experienced Men • Insured 
• Enclosed TrOcks and Vans 

• Near or Far • Local Deliveries

821-6772 1
References: Our Past Customers 

(75% of our calls are from 
past customers)

MEETTHAT 
SPECIAL GUY!
Relationship Oriented 
Discreet •  Ages 21-60

David the 
MatchMater

Personalised Introductions 
for Cay Men since 1974

(415) 775-9169

D I A C I
•  REFRIGERATION
•  HEATING a J ChaTi.
•  AIR CONDITIONING 621-7176

I  Wednesday $2  • 00  
¡LOCKER SPECIAL
■  MEMBERSHIP REQUIRED

■l.D.REQUIRED

HYPNOSISl
HYPNOTHERAPY

864 -6 2 7 9
• End Smoking.-Lose Weight 
•Gain confidence in work and 

relationships
Leonard: Certified Master Hypnosis 

consultant_______ Noon— 10PM

Under Hypnosis
You Can Vtsuafa* 6 Actuate*: 
OMng Up Unwanted Habtts- 

Lettfng Mr. Right Rnd You- 
Profecttng Your Best Self-lmage- 
Aftatn Financial We8-8eing- 

Joseph Ittet, M-A. 647-0574 
Certified Master Hypnotist 

4 Hypnotherapist

SUNDECK & GYM 
NOW OPEN
IBULLDOGj
P B A T H S f

P g
COUPON
I.D. REQUIRED

S 2

1
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GREAT 3-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM (Model 995)

With Sound Quality So 
Fantastic You Won’t 

Believe Your Ears!

Giant size cabinets give rich resonant 
sound to fill even the largest room.

PRICE WAR!

You can have your choice of 
ANY ONE OF THE BRANDS of
receivers shown below, for only

1[that’s 
right, only 
one dollar],

fo r a PIONEER Receiver,

o r a SONY Receiver,

or a M A R A N TZ Receiver,

o r a TE C H N IC S Receiver.

o r an AKA I Receiver,

o r a KENW O O D Receiver,

or a JVC Receiver.

o r a YAM AH A Receiver.

o r an O NKYO Receiver,

$149 each [S298 for the pair].

Although these ra * . 
speaker systems are rather large for 
the average room, their beautiful 
walnut grain color blends well with 
any decor.

These speakers are one of Marantz’s 
exceptionally good values. They are not simply 
a “good speaker”; thay are exceptionally 
High Quality speakers that produce far better 
sound than many other brands of speakers on 
the market.

SO POW ERFUL THEY CAN BE USED W ITH 
THE M AJO RITY OF RECEIVERS ON THE 
MARKET.

5 YEAR SERVICE POLICY INCLUDED FREE!!!

FOR EXAMPLE:
This Marantz Model SR3100 has a sizzling 

powerful 2 channel total o f:
70 W ATTS RM S!!!*

DUAL SPEAKER CONTROL

FUNCTION SELECTOR

Go to  any other stereo store in  the  c ity  and ask 
if they w il l se ll you th is  sam e rece iver, (brand new) 
fo r less than the  m a n u fa c tu re r’s lis t p rice  o f $350.“

w ith  the  purchase o f one 
p a ir o f the  speakers shown 
above, at the  prices shown above 
o f *149 per speaker

But now, i t ’s yours fo r o n ly  ONE DOLLAR 
when you buy one p a ir o f the  speaker systerris shown above, 
at the  p rice  advertised  above.
The  SPEAKERS are $149 each, fo r a total of $298 fo r the  PAIR.
Thus, your com plete  cost fo r the  tw o  speaker system s AND 
the  rece iver comes to  a to ta l o f $299.

ALL of the advertised receivers and speakers are BRAND NEW, in FACTORY SEALED 
CARTONS. They are NOT used; NOT factory seconds, NOT scratched or blemished. 
They are the NEWEST MODELS AVAILABLE, in some brands.

M  o  p  p  If you p re fe r OTHER BRANDS OF SPEAKERS, w e a lso have many
o th e r brands w ith  the  re c e iv e rs a v a ila b le fo r $1 w ith  speakers purchase.

GOOD Thus, you can purchase  se lected m o d e ls o f L IN E A R  S O U ND, SONIC, S O U ND TE C , JB L 
N E W S ! ! !  902, e tc - in va rious  p rice  ranges; and s t ill get a w ide  cho ice  o f rece ivers fo r $1.

L im it:  one re ce iver per custom er!_____________ ___________ _

In some brands, we have a choice of different models available Supplies of some models are limited, so hurry in for best selection.

T h e  wattage ratings shown above are  fo r both channels com b ined .* T H E  W A T T A G E  F O R  E A C H
CHANNEL IS 35WATTS PER CHANNEL INTO 8 OHMS MINIMUM  
CONTI NOUS POWER OUTPUT FROM 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz NO MORE THAN 
.0004 TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION.____________________ _________

Otci- 76t6 'Zfcevi Se>mct*$ S t*  'p-uuccĉ ca a t tAc& S<utt ¿ocatio*

2555 IRVING STREET, SAN FRANCISCO
[one block South of G olden Gate Park, at 27th Avenue]

OPEN MON. THRU SAT. 10:00 A M  to 6:00 PM SUNDAYS 11:00 AM to 5:00 PM
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	495-OGOD!

	Slow Suicide

	Noe Books & News



	Sentinel

	PETTIT ON ‘82 ELECTIONS

	IS MOVING TO THE CASTRO

	COME TO OUR OPEN HOUSE FEBRUARY 4-8th 11:30-6:30

	549A CASTRO STREET (behind Headlines)

	Win a trip to Puerto Vallarta

	qreor outdoor odvenrures
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	Reagan's Recession

	One Solution: Fruits Arise!

	$30 complete Cut and bio—

	Men and Women Men’s.short cut—$10

	Tues.-Sat.



	SENSITIVE LEGAL SERVICES
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	Music by Goy Freedom Day Band,

	Twirling Carps,

	Color Guard and the Choral Majority.

	Local Films On Display

	PLEASE DO NOT SEE “MAKING LOVE” AT:

	PLEASE JOIN US IN SUPPORT OF LOCAL 9


	INCOME TAX RETURNS

	PREPARED BY


	LLOYD TAYLOR

	CERTIFIED

	PUBLIC ACCOUNTANT 788-1140

	„ Castle Grand Wrt brasserie _


	1600 Folsom at 12th Street 626-2723

	TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX Presents

	A PRODUCTION OF THE INDIEPROP COMPANY AN ARTHUR HILLER FILM

	MAKING LOVE

	MICHAEL ONTKEAN • KATE JACKSON • HARRY HAMLIN

	WENDY HILLER and ARTHUR HILL Produced by ALLEN ADLER and DANIEL MELNICK Screenplay by BARRY SANDLER Story by A. SCOTT BERG Directed by ARTHUR HILLER msTHicTtp .-S5- ~] Music by LEONARD ROSENMAN
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	OPEN MARKET
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	Miscellaneous

	Business Oppty

	Roommates

	Travel

	Saxe Realty Co., Inc.



	üunkhouseílpts.

	Massage

	Models/Escorts

	For Sale

	Jobs Offered

	Personals

	Services

	PAINTING

	INTERIOR/EXTERIOR

	CALL KEN

	931-0295

	Angelo’s Boutique & Hairstyling For Men & Women.

	673-7628 600 Ellis

	431-5566 3931 -18th

	GOLDEN GATE CARPET



	Lone

	Victorian Remodeling Specialists

	641 -9234


	COMPLETE

	JANITORIAL

	SERIVCES

	COMPLETE

	ELECTRICAL SERVICES

	FREE ESTIMATES

	• (415) 563-3886

	SAN FRANCISCO Moving & Hauling

	285-9846


	TAX SERVICE

	821-6772 1

	MEETTHAT SPECIAL GUY!

	(415) 775-9169




	■l.D.REQUIRED

	HYPNOTHERAPY

	864-6279

	Under Hypnosis


	SUNDECK & GYM NOW OPEN

	IBULLDOGj

	PBATHSf
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	CHANNEL IS 35WATTS PER CHANNEL INTO 8 OHMS MINIMUM CONTI NOUS POWER OUTPUT FROM 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz NO MORE THAN .0004 TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION.			




